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Whole cell, in situ diagnostics capable of sensitive and selective characterization of the physic-

ochemical processes governing lithium-ion battery performance are critical for improving bat-

tery safety, cost, and lifetime. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a powerful

and widely used technique for noninvasively characterizing many electrochemical systems in-

cluding lithium-ion batteries; however, the restriction of probing only the linearized physics

artificially limits the information that can be extracted from an inherently nonlinear system.

Here we describe a natural extension to EIS, called nonlinear EIS (NLEIS), which can break

the degeneracy of linearization and provide complementary information to EIS.

In this work, the initial theoretical and experimental groundwork for NLEIS as a powerful

characterization method for lithium-ion batteries is developed. A physics-based mathemat-

ical model describing the fundamental (linear) and higher harmonic (nonlinear) response

of a lithium-ion battery is used to analyze the first experimentally measured full-frequency

second harmonic NLEIS spectra. Modeling results indicate that the information contained

in NLEIS spectra compliments EIS characterization of charge-transfer kinetics (through the

sensitivity of the second harmonic to reaction symmetry) and thermodynamic and transport

processes (through a more distinct and sensitive low frequency response). Experimentally,

we show that NLEIS and EIS are able to characterize early degradation (<1% capacity loss)



in commercially available (1.5 Ah LiNMC|C) batteries. While NLEIS shows that fresh cells

have high symmetry charge transfer (αa = αc = 0.5), a shift toward kinetics that favor

oxidation on the positive electrode (αa,pos > 0.5, αc,pos < 0.5) occurs as the cell is aged.

Furthermore, modeling insights and experimental measurements of linear EIS and second

harmonic NLEIS spectra at different states-of-charge (SoC) and states-of-health (SoH) sug-

gest that combining EIS and NLEIS shows promise for improved battery characterization,

parameter estimation, and model validation.

To accelerate the adoption and reproducibility of experimental EIS and NLEIS analy-

sis, several open software tools are also presented in this work. In particular, the Randles

equivalent circuit model is extended to account for nonlinearities in charge transfer kinet-

ics and thermodynamics to create a second harmonic NLEIS equivalent circuit. We show

that EIS and NLEIS Randles circuits can be used to easily capture reaction asymmetry

via the ratio of arc widths in the linear EIS and second harmonic NLEIS spectra. Anal-

ysis of experimental EIS and NLEIS measurements at different SoC for an aged, commer-

cially available battery indicate that positive electrode charge transfer is more asymmetric

at low SoCs (α50% SoC
a,pos = 0.49, α10% SoC

a,pos = 0.68). We also describe a web-based platform,

the ImpedanceAnalyzer, for the easy-to-use estimation of physics-based parameters from ex-

perimental linear EIS spectra. We show that an a priori computed dataset can be used to

quickly and robustly provide a best-matching spectrum that can be further explored with

interactive visualizations or local parameter optimization. A global sensitivity analysis shows

the increased sensitivity and complementary information content of second harmonic NLEIS

spectra. The implications of NLEIS as a sensitive, whole-cell, in situ diagnostic for studying

typically hard to detect degradation modes, such as lithium plating, are also discussed.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a commonly used technique for the

noninvasive characterization of many electrochemical systems.1–3 EIS works by applying a

small-amplitude current or voltage perturbation to an electrochemical cell and measuring the

voltage or current response. In a galvanostatic (current-controlled) EIS experiment, an input

current, Ĩ(t) = ∆I cos (ω1t), of perturbation amplitude, ∆I, and frequency, ω1, is applied

and the resulting voltage response, Ṽ (t) = ∆V cos (ω1t+ θ), with amplitude, ∆V , and phase

shift, θ, is measured. The relationship between input and output signals as a function of the

input frequency, ω1, is defined as the impedance,

Z(ω1) =
Ṽ (t)

Ĩ(t)
. (1.1)

The impedance, Z(ω1), can be written in polar coordinates with a magnitude and phase,

Z(ω1) = |Z(ω1)|ejθ, or Cartesian coordinates with real and imaginary components, Z(ω1) =

Z ′(ω1) + jZ ′′(ω1).

In general, the impedance of an electrochemical system is frequency dependent and the

response over a wide range of frequencies is measured in a single experiment to capture

an impedance spectrum, Z(ω1). The impedance spectrum is a powerful signature of an

electrochemical system because the varying frequencies can separate the complex overall

system response into individual physicochemical processes via their characteristic timescales.

That is, the impedance response is governed by the physical processes which occur on the

same timescale as the perturbation frequency; phenomena that occur faster than the input

perturbation will have reached their steady state values, while slower processes will not
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Figure 1.1: Timescales in a lithium-ion battery

have time to respond. The separation of processes via their characteristic timescales makes

EIS a powerful tool for studying physical phenomena such as electron transport,4,5 reaction

rates and mechanisms,6,7 intercalation processes,8 mass transport,9,10 as well as electrode

structure.11,12 In addition to characterizing the fundamental physical processes occurring

in a system, the noninvasive and sensitive signature of impedance spectra are useful in

prognostic applications such as fuel cell health estimations13,14 or prediction of remaining

useful lifetime in batteries.15,16

1.1 Electrochemical impedance of lithium-ion batteries

Lithium-ion batteries are complex electrochemical systems with many different materials,

interfaces, and physicochemical processes performing in concert to efficiently charge, store,

and discharge energy over many thousands of cycles. Characterizing each of the kinetic,

mass-transport, and thermodynamic processes and their contribution to the overall battery

response is important for both improving battery materials as well as monitoring and oper-

ating commercial batteries more effectively. The separation of processes via characteristic

timescales makes EIS a good tool for characterizing lithium-ion batteries. A graphical rep-

resentation of the range of timescales in a lithium-ion battery, is shown in Figure 1.1. Of

particular interest to EIS measurements, the interfacial processes — lithium intercalation into

the electrodes, degradative side reactions, double-layer capacitance, etc. — typically occur
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Figure 1.2: Typical EIS spectrum for Li-ion battery

on a faster timescale than the mass transport and thermodynamics of the system. Thus, in

a typical EIS spectrum for a lithium-ion battery (Figure 1.2), there are several characteristic

shapes in the Nyquist diagram. At low frequencies, mass transport and thermodynamics

dominate the system response and a low-frequency “tail” (Section 5) is measured. As the

perturbation frequency is increased, the transport in the system is slow relative to the in-

terfacial kinetics and one or more depressed mid-frequency arcs (Sections 3 and 4) linked to

interfacial processes are typically found. At high enough frequencies, the double-layer capac-

itance shorts out any diffusion or intercalation of lithium ions, and the battery (ideally) acts

as a resistor with a purely real impedance equal to the internal (ohmic) resistance (Section

2). Experimental noise at very high frequencies in real systems caused by inductance in the

wire leads often means the spectrum has a positive imaginary impedance (Section 1). While

a real battery is rarely as well separated in timescales as Figure 1.2, the varying sensitiv-

ities to different physical phenomena as the frequency is swept can be incredibly useful in

characterizing battery behavior.

Typically, the experimental measurement of an impedance spectrum is relatively straight-

forward and EIS is a standard option on commercially available potentiostats. The analysis
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of the resulting data, however, can vary widely from qualitative to quantitative. Qualitative

analysis of EIS spectra generally involves assessing the shape of Nyquist plot features to

determine the relative importance of different physicochemical processes.17,18 In contrast,

quantitative analysis relies on fitting a model to the data in order extract values for specific

thermodynamic, transport, and/or kinetic parameters. The use of small-amplitude pertur-

bations ensures that the system response is linear and allows for the application of a linear

model to interpret impedance spectra. Fitting an equivalent circuit model is particularly

common in the quantitative analysis of experimental spectra. In an equivalent circuit for an

electrochemical system, the overall current flowing through the system and the associated

voltage polarizations are attributed to a linear combination of circuit elements. These ele-

ments can be combined in series (equal current flow) or parallel (equal voltage drop). More-

over, circuit elements can be passive elements like resistors and capacitors, more complex

transfer functions derived from the solution of linearized equations governing mass transport

or multi-step reactions, or even empirical functions that fit the data well.3

While the linear nature of EIS makes analysis with equivalent circuits straightforward,

it restricts EIS to probing only the linear regime despite the inherent nonlinear nature of

many electrochemical systems. Linearization intrinsically reduces the information content

of a given EIS measurement. One practical consequence of this information loss is model

degeneracy, in that, one EIS dataset can be represented equally well by different physical

models19 and different circuit analogs.20

1.2 Nonlinear Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (NLEIS)

A natural extension to EIS that breaks this linearization is to use moderate-amplitude per-

turbations to drive the system into a weakly-nonlinear response. In the weakly-nonlinear

regime, a single-frequency sinusoidal input of current or voltage produces one or more small

higher harmonics of the fundamental frequency in the output Fourier spectrum. Harmonics

in the output signal have often been treated as evidence of a “corrupted” linear response to be

eliminated from EIS measurements;21–26 however, harmonics are signatures of the nonlinear-
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ity in the physicochemical phenomena and, given the right framework for interpretation, can

provide additional sensitivity and information about the system’s internal state.27 In fact,

the information-rich signatures of nonlinearly generated harmonics are the basis of entire

fields such as nonlinear optics.28,29

Early research into characterizing the nonlinearity of electrochemical systems using ac

techniques focused on measuring changes in the impedance response as the perturbation

amplitude is increased.30–36 In particular, Darowicki and Orlikowski focused on simultane-

ously determining corrosion current and Tafel coefficients by measuring the distortion of the

fundamental frequency impedance spectrum.31,33 A challenge with probing nonlinear effects

by measuring the changes in the fundamental impedance spectra was the necessity of using

large-amplitude perturbations (100s of mV) in order to produce a measurable change on top

of the large fundamental frequency signal. As a result, the system was not in the weakly

nonlinear regime and analysis relying on Taylor-series expansions of the corrosion current

could no longer be reliably used.37

These early challenges highlight that amplitude selection is just as crucial for nonlinear

impedance techniques as for ensuring linearity in EIS measurements. That is, driving a

system into the weakly-nonlinear regime enables a theoretical framework for modeling the

harmonic response, while the use of larger-amplitude perturbations makes physics-based in-

terpretation more difficult. For example, Devay and MeÌĄszaÌĄros derived the theoretical

weakly-nonlinear harmonic response of a corrosion system and showed that the polariza-

tion resistance and Tafel coefficients could be accurately measured via a single frequency

measurement capturing the first three harmonics.38,39

The measurement of the nonlinear response at a single frequency had the significant

benefit of being faster than a full frequency impedance spectrum; however, in complex sys-

tems with different kinetic, transport, and thermodynamic processes choosing the correct

amplitude frequency remains a challenge.40 Despite these challenges, the measurement of

single frequency nonlinear response has been used as a characteristic signature for chemical

sensors.41–45
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More recently, full-spectrum nonlinear analysis techniques and a theoretical framework

for analyzing the harmonic spectra have been employed to study a wide variety of electro-

chemical systems.19,46–51 Many of these techniques take advantage of the underlying structure

of the weakly nonlinear response to derive mathematical models for the harmonic response.

In particular, Medina and Schwartz laid out an elegant formalism for frequency domain

mathematical modeling and experimental analysis of the nonlinear dynamics of oscillating

flow in a uniform-injection cell.48 Wilson et al. relied on a similar analytic-numeric for-

mulation to distinguish between several proposed reaction mechanisms for SOFC cathodes

which were degenerate in the linear regime.19 The work in this thesis also takes advantage of

the structure of a weakly-nonlinear response to develop physics-based mathematical models

in order to interpret experimentally measurable frequency dependent dispersion coefficients

in lithium-ion batteries. Mathematical analysis based on the Volterra kernel, exploits the

same underlying structure of the weakly-nonlinear regime, and has also been used to model

harmonic response of fuel cells.50,51

A different, large-amplitude method has recently been used by Harting et al. to study

lithium-ion battery performance.52–55 It should be noted that (like the early work of Darow-

icki31,33,37) neither the Fourier-Perturbation analysis used in this work19,46–49 or the Volterra

series approach50,51 for theoretical modeling are applicable outside the weakly nonlinear

regime.

1.3 Physics-based analysis of impedance spectra

While EIS is a widely utilized technique, NLEIS has historically had several perceived chal-

lenges in its widespread adoption. One potential critique is the high demand on the equip-

ment to both generate harmonic-free, moderate-amplitude input perturbations and simulta-

neously measure the small harmonics (relative to the fundamental frequency) in the response.

Perhaps more importantly, however, is the lack of a simple method for interpreting NLEIS

spectra. That is, while EIS has equivalent circuits (and software for performing the fitting

is provided with many instruments), NLEIS has required using more sophisticated methods
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to quantitatively analyze the resulting harmonics. An alternative to the fitting of equivalent

circuits in the qualitative analysis of experimental EIS and NLEIS spectra is the direct ap-

plication of a physics-based electrochemical model. Many years of electrochemical modeling

research have laid the groundwork for the physics-based analysis of impedance in a wide

variety of fields including corrosion,6 hydrodynamic systems,46,56 fuel cells,19,57 and lithium-

ion batteries.58–60 Parameter estimation by fitting a physics-based model to experimental

EIS data is complicated by the fact that electrochemical models often contain a combination

of coupled differential equations, algebraic equations, and dozens of unknown parameters.

For complex physics-based models, convergence to a global best fit is rarely assured, even

with an excellent initial guess for the unknown parameters. As a result, parameter estima-

tion methods often need to rely on many independent measurements to drastically narrow

the number of fitted parameters.61 In short, today there is gap between the desire to use

physics-based models to estimate parameters in EIS and NLEIS, and the actual (routine)

use of physics-based models for parameter estimation from data.

In particular, while there are thousands of papers using the pseudo-two-dimensional

(P2D) battery model and three of the top seven most cited papers of all time in the Jour-

nal of the Electrochemical Society (as of June 2018) are the foundational papers, only a

handful of examples of using these physics based models for the analysis of experimental

impedance spectra exist. The earliest uses of physics-based, lithium-ion battery impedance

models have been to inform the analysis of experimental EIS data. For example, Doyle et

al.59 used physics-based EIS simulations to show that the low frequency portion of a lithium-

ion battery’s impedance spectrum appears (qualitatively) to be interpretable as a Warburg

impedance, but using a Warburg plot can produce erroneous (quantitative) diffusivity esti-

mates. Subsequently, additional physics has been added to the original P2D model to aid in

the interpretation of EIS data. For example, a surface oxide model was added to the positive

electrode particles by Dees et al.61 to understand the increase in interfacial impedance with

aging of LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2-based (NCA) positive electrodes. Abraham et al.62 extended

the model further to interpret the changing impedance response at different voltages in NCA
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electrodes.

To truly utilize the value of these models, however, a different, more open, approach to the

integration of modeling and experimental analysis is required. In particular, the development

of open-source models that can be used as diagnostic tools for experimental data has the

potential to significantly improve the reproducibility of and accelerate both modeling and

experimental research efforts.

1.4 Electrochemistry + Data Science

Incorporating data science tools into the classical Chemical Engineering toolbox has the po-

tential to change the types of questions that can be asked in the course of research, speed up

the iterative processes required to tackle hard problems, and enable more effective sharing

of results.63 While popular usage of the term “data science” is relatively new, the under-

lying statistical analysis, visualization, and data management skills have long been useful

to Chemical Engineers. In particular, using statistical models to better predict variables

of interest and elucidate structure in a set of data have been key to Chemical Engineering

research for decades.

For some perspective on this history, just within the Chemical Engineering department

at the University of Washington, there are several examples of statistical learning methods

being developed and used over the past 20 years. Professor N. Lawrence Ricker’s research

on process control led to his work in developing algorithms for partial least squares (PLS)

regression.64 PLS regression is an example of a supervised machine learning method in which

inputs are mapped to outputs using a labeled set of input-output pairs.65 Additionally,

in a move towards reproducibility and open science, the new, faster algorithm for PLS in

continuum regression was made available alongside the paper. Similarly, research in Professor

Dave Castner’s group has long used multivariate analysis techniques to characterize surface

analytical data.66 In 2002, Sanni et al. showed the effectiveness of classifying proteins from

ToF-SIMS spectra using both principal component analysis (PCA) and neural networks

(NN).67 Around the same time, Professor Schwartz’ research group was also using principal
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component analysis (PCA) to understand the underlying structure in Raman spectra.68

PCA is an example of an unsupervised machine learning algorithm which, given a set of

inputs, attempts to find “interesting” patterns in the data.65 From these examples in the

early 2000s to the ongoing research leveraging machine learning,69,70 big datasets,71–73 and

data visualization tools,74 Chemical Engineers at the UW are continuing to applying the

power of computing and big data to the advancement of chemical engineering.

In addition to developing the initial models and experimental procedures for NLEIS for

lithium-ion batteries, the work presented here attempts to move beyond the deterministic

approach (systematically varying a single parameter to understand it’s effects, for example)

commonly employed in the physics-based modeling community. By leveraging the statistical

analysis, visualization, and data management toolbox commonly referred to as data science,

this work aims to build open-source tools and datasets, improve the sharing of research

with interactive visualizations and reproducible publishing practices, and approach complex

problems from a non-deterministic point of view. Finally, cultivating a community around

data science in the electrochemical research community has also been a goal at both the

University of Washington and beyond through the organization of data science tutorials and

two ECS Data Science Hack Week events.

1.5 Thesis Roadmap

The work in this thesis largely contributes to two broad themes: (i) the development of

NLEIS as a characterization technique for lithium-ion batteries and (ii) a focus on making

physics-based analysis of experimental impedance spectra easier to use in an open and repro-

ducible way. The first two chapters describe the initial development of both the experimental

procedures and modeling framework for measuring and interpreting the application of NLEIS

to lithium-ion batteries. The next two chapters focus on building the framework for open and

reproducible analysis of linear and nonlinear impedance spectra. In particular, Chapter 2

describes an extension of the widely used pseudo-two-dimensional (P2D) model to include

the higher harmonic response of a lithium-ion battery subjected to moderate-amplitude si-
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nusoidal current modulations. The analytic-numerical approach in this work enables the

computationally efficient evaluation of EIS and NLEIS impedance spectra. The effects of

kinetic, transport, and thermodynamic processes on EIS and NLEIS spectra were explored

using this model for the linear as well as second- and third-harmonic response. Interestingly,

the results show the strong dependence of the second harmonic on the symmetry of the

system and that, by breaking degeneracy, NLEIS has the potential to increase the number

of physicochemical parameters that can be assessed in experiments similar in complexity to

standard EIS measurements. Chapter 3 then describes the first, full-spectrum experimental

measurements of NLEIS spectra for lithium-ion batteries. Working with Victor Hu, we show

that the measurement of lithium-ion battery NLEIS spectra is straightforward using com-

mercially available potentiostat/FRA instruments. The effects of state-of-charge as well as

state-of-health on commercial LiNMC-graphite batteries are presented and the model devel-

oped in Chapter 2 is used to begin understanding these effects. In the process of developing

and sharing our work on NLEIS, it became clear that sophisticated, reproducible analysis

of impedance spectra was an important topic for the electrochemical community. Chap-

ter 4 describes an open-software platform, the ImpedanceAnalyzer, for easily integrating

more sophisticated, physics-based analysis into the experimental impedance analysis work-

flow. In this work, a large dataset (38,800 spectra — 2.9M total computations) of linear EIS

and nonlinear harmonic spectra over a wide frequency and parameter range were generated.

The dataset of linear impedance spectra was used in the ImpedanceAnalyzer to find the

best matches to experimental data. Section 5.1 explores the use of this dataset-approach

to calculate global parameter sensitivity. Section 5.2 leverages the above modeling and ex-

perimental insights to present the initial results and development of an equivalent circuit

model for the second harmonic NLEIS response. Finally, Chapter 6 explores the overall

impact of impedance-based diagnostics and open-software tools as well as future research

opportunities.
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Chapter 2

SIMULATING THE NONLINEAR IMPEDANCE RESPONSE
FOR LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES USING THE

PSEUDO-TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODEL

Note: this chapter was published as an article

• Matthew D. Murbach and Daniel T. Schwartz. Extending Newman’s Pseudo-Two-Dimensional Lithium-
Ion Battery Impedance Simulation Approach to Include the Nonlinear Harmonic Response. Journal of
The Electrochemical Society, 164(11):E3311–E3320, 2017. DOI: 10.1149/2.0301711jes

Abstract

The pseudo-two-dimensional (P2D) model of lithium-ion batteries couples a volume-averaged

treatment of transport, reaction, and thermodynamics to solid-state lithium diffusion in

electrode particles. Here we harness the linear and nonlinear physics of the P2D model to

evaluate the fundamental (linear) and higher harmonic (nonlinear) response of a LiCoO2|LiC6

cell subject to moderate-amplitude sinusoidal current modulations. An analytic-numeric

approach allows the evaluation of the linearized frequency dispersion function that represents

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and the higher harmonic dispersion functions

we call nonlinear electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (NLEIS). Base case simulations

show, for the first time, the full spectrum second and third harmonic NLEIS response.

The effect of kinetic, mass-transport, and thermodynamic parameters are explored. The

nonlinear interactions that drive the harmonic response break some of the degeneracy found

in linearized models. We show that the second harmonic is sensitive to the symmetry of the

charge transfer reactions in the electrodes, whereas EIS is not. At low frequencies, NLEIS

probes aspects of the cell thermodynamics that are not accessible with EIS. In short, NLEIS

has the potential to increase the number of physicochemical parameters that can be assessed

in experiments similar in complexity to standard EIS measurements.

http://jes.ecsdl.org/content/164/11/E3311
http://jes.ecsdl.org/content/164/11/E3311
http://jes.ecsdl.org/content/164/11/E3311
http://dx.doi.org/10.1149/2.0301711jes
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2.1 Introduction

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a commonly utilized tool for the nonin-

vasive analysis of a wide range of electrochemical systems. Using a sufficiently small per-

turbation amplitude simplifies the interpretation of the impedance response because the

system under analysis can be approximated as linear.2,3 The condition of linearity and ease

of fitting equivalent circuit analogs has led to the widespread adoption of EIS for both char-

acterization76–78 and prognostic15,16,79 applications within lithium-ion battery research. In

particular, EIS has been used to garner insight into important physicochemical processes in-

cluding the growth of the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer,80 mass transfer and kinetics

in electrode materials,81 as well as other degradative and capacity loss mechanisms.82 The

challenge with EIS, however, is that the analysis is restricted to probing the linear regime,

despite the inherently nonlinear nature of the electrochemical system. Fundamentally, lin-

earization reduces the information content of a given EIS measurement. The consequence of

linearization is model degeneracy, in that, one EIS dataset can be represented equally well by

different physical models19 and different circuit analogs,20 because of the loss of information

inherent with linearization. This degeneracy and loss of information may be an especially

important limitation for the study of lithium-ion batteries if we hope to carefully dissect

degradative interfacial processes.83,84

The issue of linear EIS model degeneracy and information loss is particularly chal-

lenging for sealed batteries. Analytical solutions for the pseudo-two-dimensional (P2D)

model impedance response under stationary conditions show that linearized EIS is unable to

uniquely determine many of the model parameters needed for simulating charge-discharge

curves.85,86 For example, the anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients, αa and αc, respec-

tively, cannot be uniquely determined; only the sum (αa + αc) appears in the linearized

solution. Changes to the battery potential (state of charge) do not alter the inaccessibil-

ity of unique transfer coefficients. Alternative ways to measure unique transfer coefficients

using EIS, such as passing a mean current that drives the electrode kinetics into the Tafel
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regime, introduce the challenge of maintaining a stationary state during EIS measurements

in a sealed cell.

An approach that breaks some of the degeneracy of linearized EIS without violating the

requirement for stationarity is the use of moderate-amplitude current modulations around

a zero-mean current. Moderate-amplitude modulations are used to drive a weakly non-

linear response, as evidenced by higher harmonics in the frequency response of the system.

Typically, higher harmonics in impedance experiments have been treated as noise, to be elim-

inated as a way of ensuring the linearity of EIS measurements.21,23–25 However, measuring

the nonlinear harmonic response of an electrochemical system has been used to study cor-

rosion,31,87,88 fuel cells,19,49,50 and mass transport controlled hydrodynamic systems46–48 as

well as in chemical sensing applications.41–43 The increased informational power of nonlinear

EIS (NLEIS) measurements enabled Wilson et al. to distinguish between physical models

which were degenerate in the linear regime,19 while Nakata et al. used the sensitivity of

the nonlinear response to distinguish between different chemical targets for improved sensor

selectivity.42

Extending EIS to probe the full-spectrum nonlinear response requires a more sophis-

ticated approach than fitting lumped-parameter equivalent circuit analogs. Physics-based

models of the full electrochemical system offer the flexibility and interpretability required

for a meaningful analysis. Here we extend the P2D impedance model developed by Newman

et al.58,59 to include the linear and nonlinearly-generated higher order harmonic response

generated by a lithium-ion battery system. As with EIS measurements, NLEIS is a “local”

probe of the battery around a single state of charge, so EIS and NLEIS experiments will

typically involve a sequence of measurements at various open circuit potentials (states of

charge) to parameterize the full battery behavior. Later papers show that the extra informa-

tion available in an NLEIS experiment comes at a modest increase in experimental difficulty.

To the best of our knowledge, full-spectrum nonlinear EIS has not been applied to the study

of lithium-ion batteries. Yet, the ability to distinguish between different physical models,

noninvasively probe nonlinear internal states, and investigate the symmetry and reversibility
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of degradative reactions make NLEIS a candidate for providing information-rich insights that

can move the field forward.

2.2 The Mathematical Model

2.2.1 Pseudo-two-dimensional battery impedance model

The widely adopted P2D battery model has been a powerful tool for understanding,89 opti-

mizing,90,91 and controlling92 lithium-ion batteries for many decades. The P2D model is a

physics-based representation of the coupled nonlinear mass transport, thermodynamic, and

reaction processes inside a lithium-ion battery. Porous electrode theory treatment of the

electrodes requires volume averaging over the particles and electrolyte pores leading to two

macrohomogeneous solid- and solution-phase continua superimposed in the x direction across

the cell sandwich thickness. The x direction equations are coupled to solid-phase diffusion

of lithium inside the electrode particles, governed by,

∂cs

∂t
=

1

r2

∂

∂r

(
Dsr

2∂c
s

∂r

)
(2.1)

where r is the radial distance from the center of the particle. Here we take the solid-phase

diffusivity, Ds, to be independent of concentration in the solid, cs.

The concentration of lithium in the electrode particles is coupled to the interfacial flux

from faradaic charge transfer by the boundary condition at the solid-solution interface, r =

Rp,

−Ds
∂cs

∂r
= jf (2.2)

where we assume Butler-Volmer kinetics,

jf =
i0
F

[
exp

(
αaF

RT
η

)
− exp

(−αcF
RT

η

)]
. (2.3)

The total interfacial flux, j, also has a non-faradaic Helmholtz double layer capacitive
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contribution, jdl,

j = jf + jdl (2.4)

where

jdl =
Cdl
F

∂ (ϕs − ϕ)

∂t
. (2.5)

Here we follow the convention of Doyle et al.59 for a simple model of interfacial processes

where the double-layer capacitance, Cdl, is dominated by cation rearrangement, and both

Cdl and the exchange-current density, i0, are independent of concentration.

The current density in the electrolyte, i2, is related to interfacial processes by Faraday’s

law,
∂i2
∂x

= aFj (2.6)

where a is the specific interfacial area of the electrode. Binary electrolyte theory describes

the concentration in the electrolyte, c,

ε
∂c

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(
Deff

∂c

∂x

)
+ a

(
1− t0+

)
j (2.7)

and solution-phase potential, ϕ,

− κeff
∂ϕ

∂x
= i2 −

2κeffRT

F
(1− t0+)

∂ ln c

∂x
(2.8)

where ε is the void fraction, Deff is the effective diffusivity, t0+ is the transference number of

Li+ in the electrolyte, and κeff is the effective solution-phase conductivity. The potential in

the solid, ϕs, is governed by Ohms’ law,

− σeff
∂ϕs

∂x
= −I − i2 (2.9)

where σeff is the effective conductivity in the solid-phase and I is the total current density,

−I = i1 + i2.
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Zero flux boundary conditions are taken at the positive and negative current-collectors,

∂c

∂x
=
∂ϕ

∂x
= 0 at x = 0 and x = L (2.10)

Current only flows in the solution- and solid-phases at the separator-electrode and electrode-

current collector interfaces, respectively,

i2 = 0 and − σeff
∂ϕs

∂x
= −I at x = 0 and x = L (2.11)

i2 = −I and − σeff
∂ϕs

∂x
= 0 at x = lneg and x = lneg + lsep (2.12)

and the solution-phase potential is set to zero (ϕ = 0) at the negative current collector as a

reference. The equations in the separator are given by Equations 2.6-2.8 with the interfacial

flux set to zero (j = 0). Continuity of the fluxes across the electrode/separator interfaces

is maintained. In all cases, effective transport coefficients (diffusivities, conductivities) are

modifications of the intrinsic transport coefficients using a Bruggeman-type tortuosity factor

to account for the porous character of the medium. For example, Deff = DεBrugg for effective

diffusivity, where D is the intrinsic diffusivity, and Brugg is the Bruggeman coefficient.

2.2.2 Frequency domain formulation

The governing equations described above are both coupled and nonlinear. If we assume

the system of equations is stable to finite amplitude current perturbations, then nonlinear

theory suggests a pure single frequency sinusoidal input perturbation will generate an output

response with spectral components at the excitation frequency (fundamental or 1st harmonic)

and integer higher harmonics (2nd, 3rd, and 4th harmonic of the fundamental frequency).

We have shown previously that a fast-computing analytic-numeric method can be used for

analyzing the linear and nonlinear response of many different electrochemical and transport-

reaction systems when they are stable to finite amplitude perturbations.19,47,48,93,94 Here we

apply these methods for to the analysis of the nonlinear impedance in a lithium-ion battery
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system using the above P2D equations. The key step in the fast analytic-numeric formulation

is to expand all dependent variables in the governing equations and boundary condition as

a complex Fourier series

X (x, t; ∆I, ω1) = Re

{
∞∑
k=0

X̃k (x; ∆I, ω1) exp (jkω1t)

}
(2.13)

where X denotes any of the dependent variables (cs, c, i2, ϕs, and ϕ), X̃k are the complex

Fourier coefficients, X̃k = X̃ ′k − jX̃ ′′k , for the respective dependent variables, x is the vector

of spatial independent variables (x, r), t is time, ∆I is the current modulation amplitude,

ω1 is the fundamental frequency of the perturbation, and k is an integer that indicates the

harmonic number. The notation ofX(a; b, c, . . . ) is used to showX is the dependent variable,

a is an independent variable, and b, c, . . . are parameters.

For the weakly nonlinear, time-periodic (stationary) system studied here, the complex

Fourier coefficients can be expressed by a Volterra series expansion in powers of the current

modulation amplitude,

X̃k (x; ∆I, ω1) =
∞∑
r=0

∆Ik+2rX̃k,k+2r (x;ω1) . (2.14)

The resulting double-indexed complex coefficients X̃k,p (x;ω1) within the summation of

Equation 2.14 are the key frequency dispersion coefficients for the Fourier coefficients at

harmonic number, k, and order of nonlinear coupling, p. When k = p = 1, the governing

equations and boundary conditions represent the linear response of the system to infinitesimal

current modulations (e.g., this is the condition Doyle et al. computed59 to determine the

traditional linear EIS of a half-cell). When k = p = 2, the governing equations and boundary

conditions represent the leading order 2nd harmonic response of the system of equations to

a finite perturbation, and so on. Solutions for p > k, represent corrections to the leading

order k = p solutions. Here, we ignore all correction terms and focus on the leading order

(k = p) linear and nonlinear harmonics.
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2.2.3 Computing the leading order linear and nonlinear spectra

The resulting governing equations are shown in the Appendix. Table A2.1 contains the

governing equations and boundary conditions for simulating the linear impedance (k = p = 1)

response. Tables A2.2 and A2.3 contains the sets of equations for computing the second

(k = p = 2) and third (k = p = 3) harmonic responses. The higher harmonic equations

contain terms which depend on the lower harmonic solutions in a hierarchical manner such

that the harmonics are solved sequentially (not simultaneously). The full hierarchical set

of ordinary differential equations for the first three leading order impedance harmonics was

solved using the generic Coefficient Form PDE physics module in COMSOL v4.4. We chose

to mesh the solid-phase equations (A2.1, A2.2, and A2.3) instead of using an analytical

solution in order to have a general approach for any arbitrary concentration dependent

diffusivity parameters. The mesh nodes were spaced using a geometric ratio such that there

existed a high concentration of nodes at the interfaces between the solid- and solution-phases

(at r = Rp,i) and at the electrode/separator interfaces (at x = lneg and x = lneg + lsep).

Mesh refinement in the interfacial regions with high gradients was used so that the solution

converged for all parameter and frequency combinations resulting in approximately 9,000

total elements. Further mesh refinement produced negligible changes in the computed results.

The frequency parameter, ω1, was varied logarithmically from 10−3 to 105 Hz with 10 points

per decade. Each full spectrum (with 81 frequencies) required a computational time of

around 25 minutes on a Dell Precision T1500 with an Intel Core i7 CPU @ 2.80 GHz and 8

GB RAM using a Windows 7 Professional 64-bit operating system. Parameters were updated

and the results were saved to disk using the LiveLink for MATLAB version R2013b.

The leading order whole-cell impedance for the first harmonic (k = p = 1), the second

harmonic (k = p = 2), and the third harmonic (k = p = 3) can be directly computed from

the simulations as

Z̃k,p (ω1) = ϕ̃sk,p (x = L;ω1)− ϕ̃sk,p (x = 0;ω1) (2.15)

where ϕ̃sk,p (x = L;ω1) is the computed Fourier coefficient for the solid-state potential eval-
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uated at the boundary of the positive current collector (x = L) and ϕ̃sk,p (x = 0;ω1) is the

computed potential at the negative current collector (x = 0). These impedance coeffi-

cients are complex with both a real and an imaginary component such that Z̃k,p (ω1) =

Z̃ ′k,p (ω1) + jZ̃ ′′k,p (ω1). The double indexed coefficient Z̃1,1 (ω1) is identically equal to the

normal (linear) electrochemical impedance of the system. Z̃2,2 (ω1) is the leading order non-

linear electrochemical impedance derived from the second harmonic of the voltage response

to a pure cosine input current and Z̃3,3 (ω1) is the leading order nonlinear electrochemical

impedance derived from the third harmonic response.

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Simulations of a LiCoO2|LiC6 cell

Figure 2.1: Nyquist representations of the (a) linear impedance, (b) second harmonic, and
(c) third harmonic spectra for the base parameters given in Table 2.1. The high-frequency
kinetics arc and low-frequency mass transport tail are characteristic of a lithium-ion battery.
The lack of a second harmonic response (b) in frequencies dominated by the reaction kinetics
(1 Hz to 1 kHz) is related to the typical assumption of symmetric transfer coefficients, αa
and αc.

Figure 2.1 shows Nyquist representations of simulated impedance spectra for a typical

LiCoO2|LiC6 cell using the parameters in Table 2.1. The spectra cover a wide range of

frequencies from 1 mHz to 100 kHz logarithmically spaced with 10 points per decade. The

linear impedance response, Z̃1,1 (ω1), displays the expected characteristics of a lithium-ion
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battery with a purely real ohmic resistance at high frequencies, a depressed mid-frequency

arc linked to kinetic processes, and a low-frequency mass transport and thermodynamic

dominated tail. The high frequency resistance is given by the sum of the ohmic resistances

in each region of the cell,

Rohmic =

[
lpos

σeff,pos + κeff,pos

]
+

[
lsep

κeff,sep

]
+

[
lneg

σeff,neg + κeff,neg

]
(2.16)

which evaluates to 0.467 mΩ−m2 for the parameters in Table 2.1. The typical characteristic

frequencies for the kinetics of each electrode are given by,

ωRC,i =
1

Rct,iCdl,i
=

(αa + αc) i0,iF

RT

1

Cdl,i
(2.17)

which evaluate to 1284.5 Hz and 1428.5 Hz for the negative and positive electrodes, respec-

tively. The two electrodes have a similar contribution to this kinetic arc for the base param-

eters (Rct,neg = 7.79 mΩ −m2 and Rct,pos = 7.0 mΩ −m2). The characteristic frequencies

for the diffusional processes in the solution- and solid-phases are given by ωD,i =
Deff,i

l2i
and

ωDs,i =
Ds,i

R2
p,i
, respectively. For the base parameters, the fastest transport process (solution-

phase diffusion in the separator) has a characteristic frequency of ωD,sep = 0.33 Hz, and the

slowest process (solid-phase diffusion in the positive electrode) has a characteristic frequency

of ωDs,pos = 2.5 mHz, with characteristic transport frequencies in the negative electrode

falling between them.

If the governing equations and boundary conditions representing the physics of a bat-

tery were linear, then the standard electrochemical impedance shown in Figure 2.1a would

be the only response of the system to a sinusoidal current perturbation of any magnitude.

However, because the P2D model is a coupled nonlinear set, it also produces a frequency-

dependent higher harmonic response that we can compute. The five characteristic transport

and reaction timescales, and the high frequency ohmic limit, described above, can be used

to help interpret the higher order harmonic response. For instance, the second harmonic
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impedance, Z̃2,2 (ω1), shown in Figure 2.1b, only exhibits an appreciable signal in the char-

acteristic frequency range for mass-transport and thermodynamics (ω1 < 1 Hz). For the base

case parameters used here, there is no appreciable second harmonic response at frequencies

in the reaction kinetics regime (1 Hz − 10 kHz). As we will show in the next section, this

lack of kinetically-driven second harmonic response is an artifact of the particular literature

values used in the base case scenario (symmetric transfer coefficients on both electrodes);

under more general conditions, the second harmonic is indeed sensitive to charge transfer.

The base case third harmonic spectrum, shown in Figure 2.1c, exhibits signal in the low-

frequency mass-transport and thermodynamic regime as well as the mid-frequency regime

dominated by the reaction kinetics, much like the standard linear electrochemical impedance

spectrum shown in Figure 2.1a. For both the second and third harmonic, the nonlinear

impedance asymptotes to zero in the limit of high frequencies. At high frequencies, the

response of the battery is dominated by ohmic processes (that are governed by intrinsically

linear physics). As a result, the nonlinear harmonics vanish at high frequencies whereas the

linear impedance remains finite.

2.3.2 Effect of charge transfer symmetry

Figure 2.2a shows that changing the positive electrode anodic transfer coefficient, αa,pos, in

Equation 2.3 has no effect on the linear impedance, Z̃1,1(ω1), response; all five curves lie

directly on top of each other. The transfer coefficients, αa and αc, for a reaction are a

measure of charge transfer symmetry on that electrode. The base case values of 0.5 for αa

and αc used in Figure 2.1 for both electrodes means there is complete symmetry in oxidation

and reduction on both electrodes; i.e. the magnitude of the kinetic overpotential is identical

during charge and discharge. There is no intrinsic reason to assume charge transfer symmetry

on either electrode. A difference in αa and αc for either electrode would reflect asymmetry

in the charge transfer processes on that electrode. Mathematically, only the sum (αa + αc)

appears as a parameter in the linear k = p = 1 equations in Table A2.1, and that sum is unity

in all cases simulated, resulting in the linear impedance being insensitive to charge transfer
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Table 2.1: Basecase parameters for LixCoO2|C simulations95

Physicochemical Parameters

Parameter Units Value

Cdl,neg µF/cm2 10
Cdl,pos µF/cm2 10
c0 mol/m3 1000
D m2/s 7.5× 10−10

Ds,neg m2/s 3.9× 10−14

Ds,pos m2/s 1.0× 10−14

∂Uneg

∂cs
V · cm3/mol -3.21

∂Upos

∂cs
V · cm3/mol -11.67

∂2Uneg

∂cs2
V · cm6/mol2 -281.56

∂2Upos

∂cs2
V · cm6/mol2 643.371

∂3Uneg

∂cs3
V · cm9/mol3 2222.82

∂3Upos

∂cs3
V · cm9/mol3 -177808

i0,neg A/m2 3.30
i0,pos A/m2 3.67
t0+ — .364
αa,neg — 0.5
αa,pos — 0.5
κ S/m 0.2047
σneg S/m 100
σpos S/m 100

Geometric Parameters

Parameter Units Value

aneg m−1 723600
apos m−1 885000
Brugg — 4
lneg µm 88
lsep µm 25
lpos µm 80
Rp,neg µm 2
Rp,pos µm 2
εf,neg — 0.0326
εf,pos — 0.025
εneg — 0.485
εsep — 0.724
εpos — 0.385

symmetry and the overlapping spectra in Figure 2.2a. Figure 2.2b shows that symmetry

in charge transfer is clearly important for the second harmonic response. The solid curve

in Figure 2.2b is the same case as shown Figure 2.1b, with symmetric transfer coefficients

in the battery (αa = αc = 0.5 for both electrodes). Mathematically, symmetric transfer

coefficients nullify terms in the kinetic contributions to the second harmonic (k = p = 2)

equations. When we break the symmetry of charge transfer in Figure 2.2b — making the

positive electrode have more facile oxidation (αa > 0.5) or more facile reduction (αa < 0.5)

— we see a second harmonic arc arise at frequencies that correspond to kinetic processes.
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Figure 2.2: Nyquist representations of the (a) linear impedance, (b) second harmonic, and (c)
third harmonic spectra for varying values of the positive electrode transfer coefficient, αa,pos.
The linear response is insensitive to the transfer coefficients with all five curves superimposed
upon one another. The second harmonic response is very sensitive to the asymmetry of the
transfer coefficients with the presence of a kinetic arc only when αa 6= 0.5. While only the
reaction symmetry of the positive electrode was varied here, a similar dependence on the
negative electrode charge transfer symmetry also exists. The , , and symbols indicate
1 mHz, 1 Hz, and 1 kHz, respectively.

Moreover, the direction of the kinetic arc depends on the direction of the charge transfer

asymmetry. When the transfer coefficients promote more facile battery discharge (αa,pos <

0.5 and αa,neg > 0.5), the second harmonic kinetic arc moves towards the first quadrant

in the Nyquist plot. In contrast, if the charge transfer asymmetry makes battery charging

more facile (αa,pos > 0.5 and αa,neg < 0.5), the second harmonic response shifts to the third

quadrant.

The mathematical origins of these second harmonic simulation results are given by the

governing equations for k = p = 2. The real and imaginary oscillations in the second

harmonic flux density at the solid/electrolyte interface are given by Equations A2.6r and

A2.6i in Table A2.2,

jf
′
2,2 =

i0 (αa + αc)

RT
η′2,2 +

i0 (α2
a − α2

c)F

4R2T 2

(
η′1,1

2 − η′′1,12
)

(A2.6r)
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and

jf
′′
2,2 =

i0 (αa + αc)

RT
η′′2,2 +

i0 (α2
a − α2

c)F

2R2T 2

(
η′1,1η

′′
1,1

)
. (A2.6i)

We find that terms involving oscillations in the overpotential at the fundamental frequency,

η1,1, are significantly larger than the oscillating overpotential at the second harmonic, η2,2.

As a result, the second term on the right-hand side (RHS) of both equations dominates the

harmonic response in the second order flux density. The second term of the RHS disappears

if αa = αc. This sensitivity to reaction asymmetry has been demonstrated experimentally by

Xu and Riley96 who studied the ferri-ferrocyanide redox couple as well as Heubner et al.97

who used second harmonic measurements to determine the transfer coefficients in the charge

transfer kinetics of LiFePO4. The third harmonic shown in Figure 2.2c is also sensitive to

charge transfer symmetry, but in an inverse sense from the second harmonic. The largest

third harmonic kinetic loop is observed when there is symmetry and it shrinks as the symme-

try is broken. It is also noteworthy that the shift in third harmonic is insensitive to whether

the charge transfer asymmetry favors oxidation or reduction. Thus, Figure 2.2c produces

overlapping curves for αa = 0.45 and αa= 0.55, and a different set of overlapping curves for

αa= 0.35 and αa= 0.65. The results of Figure 2.2 show that there is new information to

be gleaned by measuring the second and third harmonics. In the case of the transfer coef-

ficients, the standard linear EIS spectra (Figure 2.2a) are insensitive to the specific values,

whereas the second harmonic provides information about the magnitude of the asymmetry

and direction (charge or discharge) that is kinetically more facile. The third harmonic just

gives insights into the magnitude of the asymmetry.

2.3.3 Effect of kinetic parameters

Figure 2.3 shows the effect of the exchange current densities, i0,i, and double-layer capaci-

tances, Cdl,i, for the positive and negative electrodes. An asymmetric set of transfer coeffi-

cients (αa,neg = 0.45 and αa,pos= 0.55) has been assumed to ensure there is a kinetic arc in

the second harmonic. The remaining discussion of individual parameter effects on the linear
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Figure 2.3: Nyquist representations of the first (a, c, e, g) and second (b, d, f, h) harmonic
impedance spectra for different values of exchange current density, i0 and double-layer ca-
pacitance, Cdl. The characteristic timescales of the system result in changes to these kinetic
parameters only affecting the mid-frequency arc in both the first and second harmonic re-
sponse. All other parameters were held constant at the values given in Table 2.1 except
αa,neg = 0.45 and αa,pos = 0.55. The , , and symbols indicate 1 mHz, 1 Hz, and 1 kHz,
respectively.

and nonlinear harmonic response will focus on only the first and second harmonic, for clarity.

The linear impedance spectra in Figure 2.3a and 2.3c show the sensitivity of the kinetic

arc width to the changes in exchange current density on each electrode. The increasing size

of the kinetic arc is normally interpreted through the charge transfer resistances, Rct, with

smaller exchange current densities resulting in larger Rct. Similar to the linear response, the

second harmonic spectra in Figure 2.3b and 2.3d show a growing kinetic arc (at frequencies

in excess of 1 Hz) as the exchange-current density is decreased. The width of the second

harmonic kinetic arc is dependent on both the asymmetry of the charge transfer as well as

on the value of the exchange current density.

Varying the double-layer capacitance, Cdl, changes the characteristic frequency for each

electrode without changing the overall charge transfer resistance of the electrode. Fig-

ures 2.3e-h show that independently varying the capacitances by four orders of magnitude
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separates the timescales for each electrode kinetic process and introduces distinct arcs for

the two electrodes. In many ways, the linear and second harmonic show similar behaviors,

namely, they go from being one distinctive arc to two clear arcs. Because the timescales

between the kinetic, transport, and thermodynamic regimes are well separated for the base

case parameters, changing either the exchange-current densities or the double-layer capaci-

tances has little effect on the low frequency response of any of the harmonics for the values

shown here.

2.3.4 Effect of mass transport

Figure 2.4: Nyquist representations of the first (a, c, e) and second (b, d, f) harmonic
impedance spectra for different values of solution- and solid-phase diffusion coefficients, D
and Ds,i. The second harmonic shows a more exaggerated response to changes in the mass-
transport parameters. All other parameters were held constant at the values given in Ta-
ble 2.1 except αa,neg = 0.45 and αa,pos = 0.55. The , , and symbols indicate 1 mHz, 1
Hz, and 1 kHz, respectively.
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In equivalent circuit approaches to impedance analysis, the low frequency tail of the

linear EIS response is often used to extract information about the diffusional processes. In

their original description of the P2D impedance model on which this work builds, Doyle et

al.59 noted that lithium-ion batteries have many different diffusional impedances, and for

simple analysis, the low frequency spectrum must be dominated by a transport process in

order for Warburg plots to be accurate. The overlapping diffusional time constants remain

a challenge for extracting individual coefficients from impedance spectra. Here we explore if

the nonlinear second harmonic spectra may offer more sensitivity.

Figure 2.4 shows the effects of varying the solution- and solid-phase diffusion coefficients

over several orders of magnitude. The characteristic “wagging” of the low frequency linear

impedance tail shown in Figures 2.4a,c,e makes clear the difficulty in extracting a single

diffusion coefficient from a Warburg analysis, since all three diffusional impedance responses

manifest similarly. Figures 2.4b,d,f shows the effect of the mass-transport parameters on the

second harmonic response. Similarly to the linear impedance response, the high frequency

arc remains constant due to the well separated timescales between the kinetic and diffusion

regimes. Figure 2.4b and 2.4d show that varying either the negative or positive solid-phase

diffusion coefficients has the effect of changing the magnitude and phase of the low frequency

response like the linear impedance. For particularly low values of the solution-phase diffu-

sivity, however, Figure 2.4f shows that the structure of the low frequency second harmonic

rearranges as this diffusional impedance dominates the response. In nearly all cases, the

low frequency changes in second harmonic impedance are more dramatic than in the linear

response, suggesting a full physics analysis of experimental linear and second harmonic data

may result in a much greater ability to fit low frequency processes. We are exploring this

currently.

2.3.5 Effect of thermodynamic parameters

The thermodynamics of the cell determine the impedance response as the frequency goes

to zero. The important thermodynamic parameters in the low frequency range are the
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Figure 2.5: Nyquist representations of the first (a, c, e, g) and second (b, d, f, h) harmonic
impedance spectra for different values of the first and second open-circuit derivatives, ∂U

∂cs

and ∂2U
∂cs2

. As the first derivative is varied (a) - (d), a similar effect is seen in the linear and
second harmonic response, with a slight exaggeration in the second harmonic response. The
linear impedance is insensitive to the changing second derivative. All other parameters were
held constant at the values given in Table 2.1 except αa,neg = 0.45 and αa,pos = 0.55. The ,
, and symbols indicate 1 mHz, 1 Hz, and 1 kHz, respectively.

derivatives of the open circuit potential, U(cs), with respect to the concentration of lithium

in the electrodes. Mathematically, the linear response shows a sensitivity to only the first

derivative, ∂U
∂cs

, while the second and higher harmonics depend on the second, ∂2U
∂cs2

, and

higher order derivatives, respectively. Each of these derivatives are evaluated at the lithium

concentration in the solid present at the particular state of charge being evaluated, cs0.

The sensitivity to second and higher order derivatives could be useful for applications

such as estimation of state of charge or probing fundamental thermodynamic models pre-

dictions for lithium intercalation. The sign of the second derivative (the curvature of U(cs))

changes in between different phase-change plateaus in the open circuit potential. Figure 2.5

shows the dependence of these open circuit potential derivatives around the base case pa-

rameters on the linear and second harmonic spectra. As with the mass transfer case, one

sees similar effects between the linear and second harmonic impedance spectra, though with

exaggerated effects in the second harmonic, when the first derivative of the open circuit po-

tential is varied (Figure 2.5a-d). In contrast, the first harmonic is completely insensitive to
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the second derivative of open circuit potential, whereas the second harmonic is sensitive at

low frequencies.

2.4 Conclusions and future implications

Physics-based impedance models are an important component of understanding and inter-

preting impedance spectra due to their flexibility and physically meaningful parameters.

Here, we presented an extension of Newman’s P2D impedance model for a lithium-ion

battery cell sandwich and demonstrated the simulated linear and harmonic response for

a LiCoO2|LiC6 cell. The strong dependence of the second harmonic on the symmetry of

the reaction kinetics for each electrode was demonstrated and the individual effects of many

kinetic, mass transport, and thermodynamic parameters were shown.

Introducing higher harmonic spectra into the analysis of an electrochemical system pro-

vides additional informational content over the linear response alone. Expanding the model

to introduce additional nonlinear contributions to the physics (concentration dependence of

parameters like the diffusion coefficients, exchange-current densities, and double-layer capac-

itances, for example) could lead to the generation of additional insight into the P2D model

and its parameters. Quantifying the sensitivity of the model to the many different physico-

chemical and geometric parameters could provide insight into the experimentally measurable

information in the linear and harmonic spectra. Preliminary experimental data indicate that

these higher harmonic signatures are easily measurable for commercial lithium-ion cells using

standard potentiostats and frequency response analyzers. These results will be explored in

the near future.
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2.5 Appendix

Table A2.1: Governing equations for the linear impedance response of the P2D model

Solid-phase material balance

Real:
εω1c

s
1,1

′′ =
1

r2
∂

∂r

(
Dsr

2
∂cs1,1

′

∂r

)
(A1.1r)

Imaginary: −εω1c
s
1,1

′ =
1

r2
∂

∂r

(
Dsr

2
∂cs1,1

′′

∂r

)
(A1.1i)

BC at r = Rp: −Ds
∂cs1,1

′

∂r = jf
′
1,1 −Ds

∂cs1,1
′′

∂r = jf
′′
1,1

BC at r = 0: ∂cs1,1
′

∂r = 0
∂cs1,1

′′

∂r = 0

Solution-phase Material Balance

Real: ∂

∂x

(
Deff

∂c1,1
′

∂x

)
= εω1c1,1

′′−a
(
1− t0+

) (
jf

′
1,1 + jdl

′
1,1

) (A1.2r)

Imaginary: ∂

∂x

(
Deff

∂c1,1
′′

∂x

)
= −εω1c1,1

′−a
(
1− t0+

) (
jf

′′
1,1 + jdl

′′
1,1

) (A1.2i)

BC at x = 0 and x = L: ∂c1,1
′

∂x = 0
∂c1,1

′′

∂x = 0

Faraday’s Law

Real: ∂i2
′
1,1

∂x
= aF

(
jf

′
1,1 + jdl

′
1,1

) (A1.3r)

Imaginary: ∂i2
′′
1,1

∂x
= aF

(
jf

′′
1,1 + jdl

′′
1,1

) (A1.3i)

BC at x = 0 and x = L: i2
′
1,1 = 0 i2

′′
1,1 = 0

BC at x = lneg and x = lneg + lsep: i2
′
1,1 = −1 i2

′′
1,1 = 0
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Solid-phase Potential

Real: −σeff
∂ϕs

1,1
′

∂x
= −1−i2′1,1

(A1.4r)

Imaginary: −σeff
∂ϕs

1,1
′′

∂x
= −i2′′1,1

(A1.4i)

BC at x = 0 and x = L: σeff
∂ϕs

1,1
′

∂x = 1
∂ϕs

1,1
′′

∂x = 0

BC at x = lneg and x = lneg + lsep:
∂ϕs

1,1
′

∂x = 0
∂ϕs

1,1
′′

∂x = 0

Solution-phase Potential

Real: −κeff
∂ϕ′

1,1

∂x
= i2

′
1,1−

2κeffRT

c0F
(1−t0+)

∂c′1,1
∂x

(A1.5r)

Imaginary: −κeff
∂ϕ′′

1,1

∂x
= i2

′′
1,1−

2κeffRT

c0F
(1−t0+)

∂c′′1,1
∂x

(A1.5i)

BC at x = 0: ϕ′
1,1 = 0 ϕ′′

1,1 = 0

BC at x = lneg + lneg + lsep:
∂ϕ1,1

′

∂x = 0
∂ϕ1,1

′′

∂x = 0

Faradaic Flux

Real:
jf

′
1,1 =

i0(αa + αc)

RT
η′1,1

(A1.6r)

Imaginary:
jf

′′
1,1 =

i0(αa + αc)

RT
η′′1,1

(A1.6i)

Double-layer Flux

Real:
jdl

′
1,1 = ω1

Cdl

F

(
ϕs
1,1

′′ − ϕ1,1
′′) (A1.7r)

Imaginary:
jdl

′′
1,1 = ω1

Cdl

F

(
ϕ1,1

′ − ϕs
1,1

′) (A1.7i)

Overpotential

Real:
η′1,1 = ϕs

1,1
′−ϕ′

1,1−
dU

dcs
cs1,1

′ (A1.8r)

Imaginary:
η′′1,1 = ϕs

1,1
′′−ϕ′′

1,1−
dU

dcs
cs1,1

′′ (A1.8i)
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Table A2.2: Governing equations for the 2nd harmonic response of the P2D model

Solid-phase material balance

Real:
2εω1c

s
2,2

′′ =
1

r2
∂

∂r

(
Dsr

2
∂cs2,2

′

∂r

)
(A2.1r)

Imaginary: −2εω1c
s
2,2

′ =
1

r2
∂

∂r

(
Dsr

2
∂cs2,2

′′

∂r

)
(A2.1i)

BC at r = Rp: −Ds
∂cs2,2

′

∂r = jf
′
2,2 −Ds

∂cs2,2
′′

∂r = jf
′′
2,2

BC at r = 0: ∂cs2,2
′

∂r = 0
∂cs2,2

′′

∂r = 0

Solution-phase Material Balance

Real: ∂

∂x

(
Deff

∂c2,2
′

∂x

)
= 2εω1c2,2

′′−a
(
1− t0+

) (
jf

′
2,2 + jdl

′
2,2

) (A2.2r)

Imaginary: ∂

∂x

(
Deff

∂c2,2
′′

∂x

)
= −2εω1c2,2

′−a
(
1− t0+

) (
jf

′′
2,2 + jdl

′′
2,2

) (A2.2i)

BC at x = 0 and x = L: ∂c2,2
′

∂x = 0
∂c2,2

′′

∂x = 0

Faraday’s Law

Real: ∂i2
′
2,2

∂x
= aF

(
jf

′
2,2 + jdl

′
2,2

) (A2.3r)

Imaginary: ∂i2
′′
2,2

∂x
= aF

(
jf

′′
2,2 + jdl

′′
2,2

) (A2.3i)

BC at x = 0 and x = L: i2
′
2,2 = 0 i2

′′
2,2 = 0

BC at x = lneg and x = lneg + lsep: i2
′
2,2 = 0 i2

′′
2,2 = 0

Solid-phase Potential

Real: −σeff
∂ϕs

2,2
′

∂x
= −i2′2,2

(A2.4r)

Imaginary: −σeff
∂ϕs

2,2
′′

∂x
= −i2′′2,2

(A2.4i)

BC at x = 0 and x = L: σeff
∂ϕs

2,2
′

∂x = 0
∂ϕs

2,2
′′

∂x = 0

BC at x = lneg and x = lneg + lsep:
∂ϕs

2,2
′

∂x = 0
∂ϕs

2,2
′′

∂x = 0
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Solution-phase Potential

Real:
−κeff

∂ϕ′
2,2

∂x
=i2

′
2,2−
κeffRT

c02F
(1− t0+)

(
2c0

∂c′2,2
∂x
− c′1,1

∂c′1,1
∂x

+ c′′1,1
∂c′′1,1
∂x

) (A2.5r)

Imaginary:
−κeff

∂ϕ′′
2,2

∂x
=i2

′′
2,2−
κeffRT

c02F
(1− t0+)

(
2c0

∂c′′2,2
∂x
− c′1,1

∂c′′1,1
∂x
− c′′1,1

∂c′1,1
∂x

) (A2.5i)

BC at x = 0: ϕ′
2,2 = 0 ϕ′′

2,2 = 0

BC at x = lneg + lneg + lsep:
∂ϕ2,2

′

∂x = 0
∂ϕ2,2

′′

∂x = 0

Faradaic Flux

Real:
jf

′
2,2 =

i0(αa + αc)

RT
η′2,2+

i0
(
αa

2 − αc
2
)
F

4R2T 2

(
η′1,1

2 − η′′1,1
2
) (A2.6r)

Imaginary:
jf

′′
2,2 =

i0(αa + αc)

RT
η′′2,2+

i0
(
αa

2 − αc
2
)
F

2R2T 2

(
η′1,1η

′′
1,1

) (A2.6i)

Double-layer Flux

Real:
jdl

′
2,2 = 2ω1

Cdl

F

(
ϕs
2,2

′′ − ϕ2,2
′′) (A2.7r)

Imaginary:
jdl

′′
2,2 = 2ω1

Cdl

F

(
ϕ2,2

′ − ϕs
2,2

′) (A2.7i)

Overpotential

Real:
η′2,2 = ϕs

2,2
′−ϕ′

2,2−
dU

dcs
cs2,2

′−1

4

d2U

dcs2

(
cs′1,1

2 − cs′′1,1
2
) (A2.8r)

Imaginary:
η′′2,2 = ϕs

2,2
′′−ϕ′′

2,2−
dU

dcs
cs2,2

′′−1

2

d2U

dcs2
(
cs′1,1c

s′′
1,1

) (A2.8i)
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Table A2.3: Governing equations for the 3rd harmonic response of the P2D model

Solid-phase material balance

Real:
3εω1c

s
3,3

′′ =
1

r2
∂

∂r

(
Dsr

2
∂cs3,3

′

∂r

)
(A3.1r)

Imaginary: −3εω1c
s
3,3

′ =
1

r2
∂

∂r

(
Dsr

2
∂cs3,3

′′

∂r

)
(A3.1i)

BC at r = Rp: −Ds
∂cs3,3

′

∂r = jf
′
3,3 −Ds

∂cs3,3
′′

∂r = jf
′′
3,3

BC at r = 0: ∂cs3,3
′

∂r = 0
∂cs3,3

′′

∂r = 0

Solution-phase Material Balance

Real: ∂

∂x

(
Deff

∂c3,3
′

∂x

)
= 3εω1c3,3

′′−a
(
1− t0+

) (
jf

′
3,3 + jdl

′
3,3

) (A3.2r)

Imaginary: ∂

∂x

(
Deff

∂c3,3
′′

∂x

)
= −3εω1c3,3

′−a
(
1− t0+

) (
jf

′′
3,3 + jdl

′′
3,3

) (A3.2i)

BC at x = 0 and x = L: ∂c3,3
′

∂x = 0
∂c3,3

′′

∂x = 0

Faraday’s Law

Real: ∂i2
′
3,3

∂x
= aF

(
jf

′
3,3 + jdl

′
3,3

) (A3.3r)

Imaginary: ∂i2
′′
3,3

∂x
= aF

(
jf

′′
3,3 + jdl

′′
3,3

) (A3.3i)

BC at x = 0 and x = L: i2
′
3,3 = 0 i2

′′
3,3 = 0

BC at x = lneg and x = lneg + lsep: i2
′
3,3 = 0 i2

′′
3,3 = 0

Solid-phase Potential

Real: −σeff
∂ϕs

3,3
′

∂x
= −i2′3,3

(A3.4r)

Imaginary: −σeff
∂ϕs

3,3
′′

∂x
= −i2′′3,3

(A3.4i)

BC at x = 0 and x = L: σeff
∂ϕs

3,3
′

∂x = 0
∂ϕs

3,3
′′

∂x = 0

BC at x = lneg and x = lneg + lsep:
∂ϕs

3,3
′

∂x = 0
∂ϕs

3,3
′′

∂x = 0
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Solution-phase Potential

Real:
−κeff

∂ϕ′3,3
∂x

= i2
′
3,3 −

κeffRT

2c03F
(1− t0+)

[
4c0

2
∂c′3,3
∂x

+ 2c0

(
c′′1,1

∂c′′2,2
∂x

− c′1,1
∂c′2,2
∂x

+ c′′2,2
∂c′′1,1
∂x

− c′2,2
∂c′1,1
∂x

)
+
∂c′1,1
∂x

(
c′1,1

2 − c′′1,1
2
)
− 2c′1,1c

′′
1,1

∂c′′1,1
∂x

] (A3.5r)

Imaginary:
−κeff

∂ϕ′′3,3
∂x

= i2
′′
3,3 −

κeffRT

2c03F
(1− t0+)

[
4c0

2
∂c′′3,3
∂x

− 2c0

(
c′1,1

∂c′′2,2
∂x

+ c′′1,1
∂c′2,2
∂x

+ c′′2,2
∂c′1,1
∂x

+ c′2,2
∂c′′1,1
∂x

)
+
∂c′′1,1
∂x

(
c′1,1

2 − c′′1,1
2
)

+ 2c′1,1c
′′
1,1

∂c′1,1
∂x

] (A3.5i)

BC at x = 0: ϕ′
3,3 = 0 ϕ′′

3,3 = 0

BC at x = lneg + lneg + lsep:
∂ϕ3,3

′

∂x = 0
∂ϕ3,3

′′

∂x = 0

Faradaic Flux

Real: jf
′
3,3 =

i0(αa + αc)

RT
η′3,3 +

i0
(
αa

2 − αc
2
)
F

2R2T 2

(
η′1,1η

′
2,2 − η′′1,1η′′2,2

)
+
i0
(
αa

3 + αc
3
)
F 2

24R3T 3

(
η′1,1

3 − 3η′1,1η
′′
1,1

2
) (A3.6r)

Imaginary: jf
′′
3,3 =

i0(αa + αc)

RT
η′′3,3 +

i0
(
αa

2 − αc
2
)
F

2R2T 2

(
η′1,1η

′′
2,2 + η′′1,1η

′
2,2

)
+
i0
(
αa

3 + αc
3
)
F 2

24R3T 3

(
3η′′1,1η

′
1,1

2 − η′′1,1
3
) (A3.6i)

Double-layer Flux

Real:
jdl

′
3,3 = 3ω1

Cdl

F

(
ϕs′′

3,3 − ϕ′′
3,3

) (A3.7r)

Imaginary:
jdl

′′
3,3 = 3ω1

Cdl

F

(
ϕ′
3,3 − ϕs′

3,3

) (A3.7i)

Overpotential

Real:
η′3,3 = ϕs′

3,3 − ϕ′
3,3 −

∂U

dcs
cs′3,3

− 1

2

d2U

dcs2
(
cs′1,1c

s′
2,2 − cs′′1,1cs′′2,2

)
− 1

24

d3U

dcs3

(
cs′1,1

3 − 3cs′1,1c
s′′
1,1

2
) (A3.8r)

Imaginary:
η′′3,3 = ϕs

3,3
′′ − ϕ′′

3,3 −
dU

dcs
cs3,3

′′

− 1

2

d2U

dcs2
(
cs′1,1c

s′′
2,2 + cs′′1,1c

s′
2,2

)
− 1

24

∂3U

dcs3

(
3cs′′1,1c

s′
1,1

2 − cs′′1,1
3
) (A3.8i)
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Chapter 3

NONLINEAR EIS FOR LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES:
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH, ANALYSIS, AND INITIAL

FINDINGS

Note: this chapter has been submitted as a preprint and an article

• Matthew D. Murbach*̂, Victor W. Hu*̂, and Daniel T. Schwartz. Nonlinear electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy of lithium-ion batteries: Experimental approach, analysis, and initial findings. Open Science
Framework, 2018. DOI: https://osf.io/tdnwa/

A preprint as well as all data and code can be found on the OSF project page.98

Abstract

Nonlinear electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (NLEIS) is a moderate-amplitude exten-

sion to linear EIS that provides a sensitive and complementary whole-battery diagnostic

for charge transfer kinetics, mass transport, and thermodynamics. We present the first

full-frequency, second harmonic NLEIS spectra for lithium-ion batteries using commercially

available, 1.5 Ah LiNMC|C cells. The mathematical framework for NLEIS shows, and exper-

iments confirm, that moderate-amplitude input modulations can generate a second harmonic

output that does not intrinsically corrupt the linear EIS response. Experimental measure-

ments at varied states-of-charge (SoC) and states-of-health (SoH) are used to illustrate and

compare NLEIS and EIS data. At low frequencies, the second harmonic NLEIS spectrum is

shown to produce a more distinct response to SoC dependent thermodynamic and diffusion

processes than linear EIS. By combining NLEIS and EIS, we are able to characterize degra-

dation in early cell cycling (where cells lost <1% of initial capacity). Second harmonic NLEIS

is shown to be sensitive to degradation in charge transfer symmetry whereas linear EIS is

mainly sensitive to changes in charge transfer rates. For example, NLEIS shows that fresh

cells have high symmetry charge transfer (αa = αc = 0.5) on both electrodes, whereas early

https://osf.io/tdnwa/
https://osf.io/tdnwa/
https://osf.io/tdnwa/
http://dx.doi.org/https://osf.io/tdnwa/
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in the cycling there is a shift toward kinetics that favor oxidation on the positive electrode

(αa,pos > 0.5, αc,pos < 0.5). Combined analysis of EIS and NLEIS spectra shows promise for

improved parameter estimation and model validation. All experimental data and analysis

code for this manuscript can be found on ECSarXiv.
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3.1 Introduction

The unrelenting drive for higher energy and power dense lithium-ion batteries means the

quantity of active materials is increasing at the same time separator thickness and electrolyte

volume is decreasing.99 Under these conditions, chemical and electrochemical interactions

across the whole cell are critical for understanding and optimizing battery performance.

Thus, there is a growing need for sensitive and selective in situ diagnostics that support

fundamental studies of whole cells. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a pow-

erful, noninvasive technique that works by applying a small current or voltage modulation

and measuring the linear voltage or current response.3 EIS has been used to characterize

lithium-ion battery properties such as the solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) layers,80,100 mass

transfer and kinetics of the electrode materials,10,81 and degradative and capacity loss mecha-

nisms.82,101 EIS experiments are traditionally analyzed using equivalent circuit analogs, but

linearized physics-based models are also available.59,73,102 While EIS is a widely used and

valuable technique, batteries are inherently nonlinear systems, and the linear nature of EIS

can lead to degeneracy; that is, a single EIS dataset can often be represented equally well

by different linear models19 and circuit analogs.20

A natural extension to EIS uses moderately larger amplitude perturbations of current or

voltage to drive the battery into a weakly nonlinear regime. This variant of EIS, which we

call nonlinear EIS (NLEIS), breaks the degeneracy of linearization and contains complemen-

tary information to EIS.19 In the weakly nonlinear regime, a moderate-amplitude, single-sine

input of current or voltage produces one or more measurable (but small) higher harmonics

of the fundamental frequency in the output Fourier spectrum. These higher harmonics have

often been treated as evidence of a “corrupted” linear response to be eliminated from EIS

measurements;21,23–26 however, NLEIS spectra can be used to elucidate information about

the nonlinear dynamics of a system that cannot be probed with EIS alone. NLEIS has pre-

viously been used in studies of corrosion,31,87,88 fuel cell mechanisms,19,50,103 mass transport-

controlled systems,46–48 chemical sensing,41,42,45 as well as lithium-ion batteries.52,75 Lvovich
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and Smiechowski were able to characterize degradation in industrial lubricants through mono-

tonic trends in the second harmonic NLEIS responses, despite no noticeable trend in the

linear responses.44 Wilson et al. used physical models to distinguish the rate determining

mechanism of the oxygen-reduction reaction on solid oxide fuel cell electrodes, despite the

models being degenerate in their linear response.19 Xu and Riley demonstrated that the

transfer coefficients, which have typically been experimentally difficult to determine, can

be found through the use of even harmonics in the well-characterized ferri-ferrocyanide re-

dox couple.96 Heubner et al., further used the same principles to determine the transfer

coefficients in lithium iron-phosphate electrodes.97 Recently, higher harmonic responses in

lithium-ion batteries have been studied through a total-harmonic distortion analysis to ex-

amine nonlinear Faradaic processes and battery degradation.52–55

In these past studies, it is important to make distinctions between nonlinear measure-

ments in the weakly nonlinear regime, where the measurable harmonics are few in number

and the voltage modulation is less than the thermal voltage,RT
nF

(approximately 25 mV for

a single electron transfer at room temperature),19,31,46–48,50,75,87,88 versus those studies that

use much larger modulations of current or voltage and produce many harmonics.52–55 The

NLEIS analysis presented here is only appropriate for the weakly nonlinear response.

NLEIS measurements are an interesting complement to EIS, in part, because the mea-

surements do not necessarily require new equipment from traditional EIS.23,96 Here we show

how small changes in the experimental procedures and signal processing for EIS can allow

researchers to calculate higher harmonic NLEIS spectra. These results are used in conjunc-

tion with an extension of the pseudo-two-dimensional (P2D) impedance battery model that

includes the nonlinear harmonic response75 to gain insight into the physicochemical behavior

of commercial Samsung 18650 lithium-ion cells.
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3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Cycling procedure of the lithium-ion battery

Cycling measurements on commercially available Samsung 1.5 Ah LiNMC|C cells (INR

18650-15M) were made using a Maccor 4000M battery cycler in a controlled temperature

environment of 25oC using a Maccor MTC-020 chamber. In these experiments, all cells were

first subjected to five formation cycles using a C/2 charge and discharge rate within the

specified voltage window (2.5 V to 4.2 V). To study the effects of aging, NLEIS measure-

ments were conducted on new cells and cells that had been cycled for 100 cycles. The full

cycles consisted of a 2C (3 A) constant current charge from 2.5 V (0% SoC) to 4.2 V (100%

SoC), a constant voltage at 4.2 V until a 100 mA current cutoff was reached, and a constant

current discharge at 2C.

3.2.2 Measuring the nonlinear impedance of a lithium-ion battery

We demonstrate the full-spectrum application of nonlinear electrochemical impedance spec-

troscopy for batteries using an Autolab PGSTAT128N potentiostat/galvanostat with the

frequency response analyzer module (Autolab FRA32). The measurements were made at a

controlled temperature of 25oC and used a four-electrode configuration with voltage sensing

at the cell terminals.

A single cosine current modulation waveform with frequency ω1 and amplitude ∆I was

sent to the galvanostat

Î(t; ∆I, ω1) = ∆IRe {exp (jω1t)} , (3.1)

where j =
√
−1 and Re denotes the real component of the bracketed function. The notation

I(t; ∆I, ω1) can be generalized as X(a; b, c, . . . ) to show X is the dependent variable, a is an

independent variable, and b, c, . . . are experimental parameters of the solution. The actual

time domain current perturbation applied to the battery by the galvanostat, I(t; ∆I, ω1),

and the measured voltage response, V (t; ∆I, ω1), were recorded using input modulations of
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0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 A over a logarithmically spaced frequency range from 10 kHz to 3.16 mHz.

Time domain data were recorded after the system had reached a steady-periodic state. A

minimum of 10 steady-periodic cycles were logged with N = 4096 synchronous time domain

measurements for both current and voltage. A rest time of 30 minutes was provided between

each frequency sweep to provide a consistent baseline.

Measurements at specific states-of-charge were carried out by adding a specified amount

of charge to a fully discharged battery (discharged to 2.5 V and held until the current reached

1 mA). The amount of charge to add was determined by capacity measurements at C/10

cycling. The voltages of specific states-of-charge were recorded after a four-hour rest to allow

the cell to equilibrate.104 For subsequent NLEIS experiments, each cell was charged to the

desired voltage designated by the baseline (summarized in Table A1) through a C/10 rate,

and then subjected to a two-hour constant voltage charge at the desired voltage. The cells

were then allowed to equilibrate for an additional two hours at open circuit.

Fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of a steady-periodic input current of the form given

by Equation 3.1, theoretically results in a very simple spectrum,

FFT {I(t; ∆I, ω1)} = ∆I, (3.2)

at the frequency ω1, and zero at all other frequencies. The resulting voltage spectrum, how-

ever, often contained complex Fourier coefficients at integer multiples, k, of the fundamental

frequency, ω1,

FFT {V (t; ∆I, ω1)} = Ṽ (kω1; ∆I). (3.3)

The experimental reality of our galvanostat was that harmonic distortions were intro-

duced into the ideal input current spectrum given by Equation 3.2 when operated at high

frequencies and amplitudes, leading to an actual input current spectrum of the form:

FFT {I(t; ∆I, ω1)} = Ĩ ′(1ω1; ∆I) + THD (3.4)
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where THD is the total harmonic distortion of the single sine input signal and Ĩ ′(1ω1; ∆I) is

the real Fourier coefficient at the fundamental frequency of the current perturbation (closely

approximating ∆I). To ensure nonlinear experimental results presented here are from non-

linearity in the battery, not the power amplifier, we only report second harmonic data up to

a frequency of 10 Hz for this instrument, where THD in the input was always below 1.0%.

Linear EIS is reported for the entire frequency range.

The complex Fourier voltage spectrum had a pure harmonic structure comprised of signals

at integer k values of the fundamental frequency ω1. The lack of sub-harmonic (0 < k < 1)

or anharmonic (non-integer k) signals in the output voltage spectrum indicated that the

batteries (and measurement instrument) were stable, in all cases, to the finite amplitude

current modulations. However, noise and imperfect sampling did lead to a small, continuous

baseline in the spectrum. The baselines for the linear (k = 1) and second harmonic (k = 2)

peaks were subtracted using a quadratic polynomial fit to several anharmonic baseline points

adjacent to each harmonic peak of interest.

The amplitude of each voltage harmonic depends on the current modulation amplitude,

∆I. Prior research has shown that the weakly nonlinear response of the battery can be

expressed as a power series in modulation amplitude such that,19,47,48

Ṽ (kω1; ∆I) =
∞∑
r=0

∆Ik+2rZ̃k,k+2r (ω1) (3.5)

where the resulting double-indexed coefficients, Z̃k,p (ω1), are pure frequency dispersion co-

efficients — we will call them linear and nonlinear impedance coefficients — corresponding

to harmonic number, k, and order, p. The double-indexed coefficient Z̃1,1 (ω1) is identically

equal to the normal (linear) electrochemical impedance of the system. Z̃2,2 (ω1) is the leading

order nonlinear electrochemical impedance derived from the second harmonic of the voltage

response to a pure cosine input current. The impedance coefficients for p > k, represent

higher order corrections to the leading order k = p solutions. In this work, we present an
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experimental and computational evaluation of the leading order terms in Equation 3.5,

Ṽ (1ω1; ∆I) = ∆IZ̃1,1 (ω1) (3.6)

Ṽ (2ω1; ∆I) = ∆I2Z̃2,2 (ω1) . (3.7)

From the complete form of Equation 3.5, it is possible to estimate how error scales when we

truncate the series and use Equation 3.6 to determine the traditional linear electrochemical

impedance, and Equation 3.7 to find the second harmonic NLEIS spectrum. Specifically,

the error associated with using Equation 3.6 scales as ∼ O(∆I3) and the error from using

Equation 3.7 scales as ∼ O(∆I4). Consequently, the perturbation amplitudes used here are

bounded by being large enough to generate a measurable second harmonic response and small

enough that systematic error from the higher order correction terms, p > k, are unimportant

compared to experimental noise.

All of the data presented in this paper, additional data showing reproducibility across

several identical Samsung cells, data for additional states-of-charge, data used to analyze the

harmonic distortion of the galvanostat, as well as all of the software used for signal processing

and analysis, can be found in the archived files and Supplementary Jupyter Notebook.105

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Current modulation and voltage response signals

Typical time domain measurements of the input current and output voltage response from a

Samsung high-power LiNMC|C cell are shown for a frequency of ω1 = 0.5 Hz in Figure 3.1a

and 3.1b, respectively, for three different current modulation amplitudes (∆I = 0.1 A, 0.3

A, and 0.5 A). Time domain data of this nature, measured at different states-of-charge,

frequencies, and amplitudes, are the raw data for our method.

In the time domain, the current (Figure 3.1a) appears to be a pure cosine. The output

voltage response (Figure 3.1b) also appears to be a sinusoidal signal, with a phase and
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Figure 3.1: Measured time domain current (a) and voltage (b) response for a commercial 1.5
Ah LiNMC|C cell excited by a ω1 = 0.5 Hz current perturbation of varying amplitudes (∆I)
ranging from 0.1 A to 0.5 A. These signals are transformed into the frequency domain to
enable analysis of the real (c, e) and imaginary (d, f) components at different harmonics, k.
Offsets are added for clarity and the real and imaginary values for k > 1.5 are multiplied by
500× and 50×, respectively, to be on the same scale. Voltage signal has mean open circuit
value of 3.643 V substracted.
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amplitude that depends on the input frequency and amplitude of the modulated current.

For these high-power 1500 mAh cells, a current modulation of 100 mA is seen to produce

a voltage modulation of about 4 mV around the open circuit voltage, whereas the largest

current modulation of 500 mA produces roughly 20 mV of voltage modulation around the

open circuit voltage. In EIS, a 4 mV modulation would be expected to fall in the linear

response regime of nearly any electrochemical system. In contrast, a 20 mV modulation

would generally be considered large enough to drive a weakly nonlinear response. For all

of the NLEIS experiments reported here, we use current modulations between 300 and 500

mA; for the Samsung cells under test, the modulated voltages are in the 10s of millivolts,

or weakly nonlinear. We also do select experiments with 33 mA current modulation to

determine impedances under traditional, very small amplitude linear conditions.

Details of the phase, amplitude, and harmonic content of the input current and output

voltage signals are more evident in frequency domain spectra determined through FFT of

the time domain signals, as shown in Figures 3.1c-3.1f. The real and imaginary current

spectra (Figure 3.1c and 3.1d, respectively) show that the input is a purely real signal. A

tiny amplifier-induced second harmonic signal (k = 2) is made evident by multiplying that

portion of the spectrum by 500×, demonstrating that the actual galvanostat amplifier has a

spectrum represented by Equation 3.4, but it is close to the ideal input given by Equation 3.2.

In all that follows, we use the measured value Ĩ ′(1ω1; ∆I) rather than the ideal value ∆I,

when computing experimental impedances via Equations 3.6 and 3.7. As noted, the difference

between the measured Ĩ ′(1ω1; ∆I) and ∆I is generally small.

The real and imaginary frequency domain voltage spectra (Figures 3.1e and 3.1f, respec-

tively) show several features not easily seen in time domain measurements. In the frequency

domain, the phase shift and magnitude of each harmonic in the voltage spectra can be quan-

tified based by the magnitudes of the real and imaginary components. Qualitatively, one can

see that the first harmonic (k = 1) in voltage grows linearly with Ĩ ′(1ω1; ∆I) values from

Figure 3.1c, as predicted by Equation 3.6. Likewise, the second harmonic (k = 2) in voltage

appears to grow at a super-linear rate with Ĩ ′(1ω1; ∆I); Equation 3.7 suggests a quadratic
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dependence. The signs and ratios of the real and imaginary components for the k = 2 peaks

are different than the k = 1 peaks at the fundamental frequency.

3.3.2 Amplitude dependence of voltage harmonics

To calculate the linear (traditional EIS) and nonlinear second harmonic impedance coeffi-

cients for the data in Figure 3.1, at frequency ω1 = 0.5 Hz, we use the real and imaginary

k = 1 and k = 2 data along with Equations 3.6 and 3.7. Figure 2 shows the amplitude de-

pendence of the voltage harmonics in Figures 3.1e and 3.1f as a function of Ĩ ′(1ω1; ∆I), the

k = 1 peak in Figure 3.1c. The impedance coefficients Z̃1,1 (ω1) and Z̃2,2 (ω1) are the best-fit

coefficients from the polynomials in Equations 3.6 and 3.7, where Ĩ ′(1ω1; ∆I) rather than

∆I is used. To retain the phase information in the double-indexed impedance coefficients,

the real (Figure 3.2a) and imaginary (Figure 3.2b) components of the harmonic response are

fit separately.

The solid lines in Figure 3.2 are the best-fit curves, and the dashed regions represent

the extrapolations outside the three fit data points. The k = 1 line shows an independent,

very small amplitude data point at 0.033 A, representing a measurement taken under con-

ditions well away from any experimentally detectable voltage second harmonic. The 0.033

A points are seen to lie on the extrapolated linear fit made from the 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 A

data. The calculated Z̃1,1 value from fitting the three larger amplitude points in Figure 3.2a

is Z̃1,1 = 37.31 ± 0.17mΩ. The value measured from the traditional small amplitude 0.033

A modulation, where there is no k = 2 peak, is Z̃1,1 = 37.37mΩ, well within the confidence

interval of the larger amplitude value. Moreover, all Z̃1,1 (ω1) linear impedances calculated

from the 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 A points were found to satisfy Kramers-Kronig relations106 to

within 1.0% (see the Supplementary Jupyter Notebook).105

The results shown in Figure 3.2 are consistent across our wide range of frequency response

data, and they support the hierarchical mathematical structure of Equation 3.5. Specifically,

our results and the math show it is possible to simultaneously, self-consistently, and accu-

rately determine the Z̃1,1 spectrum from k = 1 voltage data (that scale with ∆I) and the
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Figure 3.2: Amplitude dependence of the real (a) and imaginary (b) components of the
Fourier transformed voltage response (ω1 = 0.5 Hz) as a function of the current perturbation
amplitude, ∆I. The first (k = 1, ) and second (k = 2, ) voltage harmonics are fit to
linear, Ĩ ′(1ω1; ∆I)Z̃1,1 (ω1), and quadratic, Ĩ ′(1ω1; ∆I)

2
Z̃2,2 (ω1), functions of the measured

perturbation amplitude, respectively. The real and imaginary second harmonic data are
multiplied by 500 and 50, respectively, to place them on the same scale as the linear response.
The data shown are for cell 5 at 30% SoC.
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Z̃2,2 spectrum from k = 2 voltage data (that scales with ∆I2), because the leading order

truncation error in Z̃1,1 scales with ∼ O(∆I3). Stated another way, there is no fundamen-

tal reason the presence of an easily detected second harmonic in the voltage spectrum is

indicative that the linear impedance is corrupted by nonlinear effects. Instead, the math

suggests that a cautionary signature of nonlinearity corrupting EIS is the presence of a third

harmonic in the voltage spectrum (i.e., k = 3 signature), because that harmonic scales with

∆I3, just like the truncation error in Z̃1,1. The experimental implication is that we chose

current modulation amplitudes of 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 A for the battery under test, because

these values are a good compromise between measurable second harmonics but negligible

third harmonics in the voltage spectra. Systematic deviations from linear or quadradic de-

pendences on perturbation amplitude would necessitate the inclusion of additional higher

order terms in Equations 3.6 or 3.7, respectively.

As noted in the discussion of Equation 3.4, the galvanostat (like all amplifiers) is imperfect

and generates harmonic distortions; these instrument-induced signals are expected to appear

in the input current and output voltage spectra. To assess the magnitude and remove

galvanostat-generated second harmonic in the voltage output, we use a Z̃ ′1,1 = 21 mΩ resistive

wire that is comparable in magnitude to the impedance of the batteries under test, but has no

intrinsic nonlinear harmonic generating behavior. Using the same analysis of k = 2 voltage

spectra as shown in Figure 3.2, we find the purely linear resistor produced a frequency

invariant Z̃ ′in2,2 = 4.56 × 10−5 Ω
A

that is associated with the instrument. In all of the second

harmonic NLEIS spectra we report, this instrument value is subtracted from each Z̃2,2 (ω1)

point to remove the small instrument offset.

3.3.3 Nyquist representation of linear and nonlinear EIS spectra

Measuring the linear and nonlinear impedance coefficients over a range of frequencies provides

insights into the system at different physicochemical timescales. Figure 3.3 shows a Nyquist

representation of the experimentally measured linear EIS spectrum, Z̃1,1 (ω1), and second

harmonic NLEIS spectrum, Z̃2,2 (ω1), for a fresh cell at 50% state-of-charge (SoC). The linear
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Figure 3.3: Nyquist plots of measured first (a) and second (b) harmonic coefficients, Z̃1,1 (ω1)
and Z̃2,2 (ω1) of “fresh” battery at 50% SoC. The data at 1 kHz ( ), 1 Hz ( ), and 10 mHz
( ) are labeled for clarity.
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response shown in Figure 3.3a is a typical EIS spectrum for a lithium-ion battery. Figure 3.3a

has a high frequency real-axis intercept (>1 kHz) related to the internal resistance of the

battery, a mid-range frequency arc (∼1 kHz to 1 Hz) attributable to the coupled charge

transfer kinetics and double-layer capacitance of the porous electrodes, and a low frequency

tail (<1Hz) attributable to diffusive transport and thermodynamics. The linear EIS spectra

we are measuring can be thought of as the sum of two half-cell impedances for the positive

and negative electrodes,

Z̃1,1 = Z̃+
1,1 + Z̃−1,1 (3.8)

where each half cell is defined at the mid-plane of the separator. Analysis of linear EIS

spectra using equivalent circuit modeling is common in the literature, where circuit elements

can be related to characteristics of the electrodes and separator.3,102,107,108

Prior work75 shows that the second harmonic response is highly sensitive to several forms

of symmetry in the system under test. The second harmonic NLEIS spectra we are measuring

can be thought of as the difference between the half-cell impedances for the positive and

negative electrodes,

Z̃2,2 = Z̃+
2,2 − Z̃−2,2 (3.9)

In a symmetric cell, where the positive and negative electrodes are identical, Z̃2,2 will be

identically zero for all frequencies. Of course, a functional battery is not a symmetric cell

because thermodynamic differences in each electrode material largely defines the battery.

Figure 3.3b shows that essentially all of the Z̃2,2 response, for a fresh cell at 50% SoC, occurs

at frequencies below 1 Hz, where cell thermodynamics and diffusive transport are expected

to be the dominating physics.

In the mid-frequency regime (>1 Hz), where interfacial kinetic/capacitive processes dom-

inate the linear EIS spectrum of Figure 3.3a, we see negligible Z̃2,2 second harmonic response.

In our full-physics model of lithium ion batteries, the lack of kinetic/capacitive response in

Z̃2,2 was attributed to high symmetry charge transfer where αa = αc in the Butler-Volmer

expression.75 To get a basic understanding of charge transfer symmetry in the linear and
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nonlinear impedance, we carry out a Taylor series expansion of the Butler-Volmer equation,

j = i0

[
exp

(
αaF

RT
η

)
− exp

(−αcF
RT

η

)]
(3.10)

and include the first two terms

j =

[
i0(αa + αc)F

RT

]
η +

[
i0(α2

a − α2
c)F

2

2R2T 2

]
η2 +O(η3) (3.11)

where i0 is the exchange current density, αa and αc are the anodic and cathodic transfer

coefficients, and F , R, and T are Faraday’s constant, the gas constant, and the temperature,

respectively. The first term on the right-hand side of Equation 3.11 is the inverse of the

classic linear charge transfer resistance whereas the second term describes the leading order

nonlinear behavior. Note that the second term is zero when charge transfer is symmetric

with αa = αc, but can be either positive or negative when αa 6= αc.

The classic, linear charge transfer resistance in EIS is insensitive to symmetry because

αa + αc is a constant (the number of electrons transferred) for each electrode. On the other

hand, the second term of Equation 3.11, when combined with Equation 3.9, provides a

symmetry-dependence that is consistent with our full-physics battery model behavior when

αa = αc, αa > αc or αa < αc for either or both electrodes.75 Thus, we can think of the

second term in Equation 3.11 as being related to a “second harmonic charge transfer resis-

tance” for each electrode. The absence of second harmonic NLEIS features at interfacial

kinetic/capacitive frequencies in Figure 3.3b suggests charge transfer on both “fresh” elec-

trodes is symmetric.

3.3.4 State-of-Charge (SoC) dependence for fresh cells

The full physics theory for linear EIS and second harmonic NLEIS includes explicit state-of-

charge (SoC) dependence through derivatives of the open circuit potential of each electrode,

and implicit dependence on parameters such as diffusivities, interfacial capacitances, and
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Figure 3.4: Nyquist plots of measured first (a) and second (b) harmonic coefficients, Z̃1,1 (ω1)
and Z̃2,2 (ω1), for a “fresh” cell at several states-of-charge. The data at 1 Hz ( ) and 10 mHz
( ) are labeled for clarity and the inset in (b) shows the region near the origin in more detail.
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charge transfer parameters.75 Specifically, linear EIS response depends on the first derivatives

of the open circuit voltages with respect to intercalated lithium content; the first derivative

is always negative for either electrode, but the magnitudes can vary widely by material and

SoC. The second harmonic NLEIS response depends on both the first and second derivative

with respect to intercalated lithium content; the second derivative can be positive, negative,

or zero for either electrode. As a result of the additional parameters, their varied signs,

and the fact the response comes from differences between electrodes, per Equation 3.9, our

theory suggests that the thermodynamics/diffusion dominated regions of second harmonic

NLEIS spectra can display a much richer set of SoC-dependent behaviors compared to the

Warburg-like behavior expected for linear EIS.75

Figure 3.4 shows the linear EIS and second harmonic NLEIS spectra as the SoC is varied

from 50% (same as Figure 3.3) to 10% in a fresh cell. The accompanying Supplemental

Jupyter Notebook includes data for other SoCs, but they are excluded from Figure 3.4 for

clarity.105 The series of linear EIS spectra in Figure 3.4a all have characteristic mid-frequency

arcs associated with interfacial kinetic/capacitive behavior (ω1> 1 Hz) and low frequency

thermodynamic/diffusive tails (ω1< 1 Hz). The interfacial charge transfer impedance grows

systematically as the SoC is reduced. The low frequency EIS tail displays subtle changes in

length with state-of-charge, being longest at 50% SoC, shortest at 30%, and longer again at

10%. Based on the full physics EIS model presented elsewhere, the mid-frequency changes

are likely to be driven by SoC-dependent changes in exchange current density (i0) and double-

layer capacitance (Cdl) on one or both electrodes. The low frequency response is typically

driven by SoC-dependent changes in the first derivative of open circuit voltage and solid-

state diffusivity on one or both electrodes, though other transport processes can also come

into play.59,75 The effects of these changes are additive, per Equation 3.8.

The second harmonic spectra in Figures 3.4b show much greater variation in behavior

than the linear EIS as the SoC changes. Despite large variation in the low-frequency region,

no spectra show significant responses in the interfacial kinetic/capacitive regime (ω1 > 1

Hz), see inset in Figure 3.4b. As discussed above, the lack of significant second harmonic
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response in the mid-frequency regime indicates symmetry of charge transfer over all states-of-

charge tested. The complexity of the low-frequency second harmonic NLEIS response is not

surprising given the increased number of parameters controlling the behavior, as described

above. Moreover, the fact that the NLEIS spectrum results from differences in each electrode,

Equation 3.9, means that subtle changes in one electrode can be amplified. In theory, this

increased sensitivity to parameter changes improves parameter identifiability, but the more

complex dependencies of NLEIS means that more sophisticated analysis is required. We

will explore detailed SoC-dependent analysis and parameter estimation of NLEIS spectra in

future work.

3.3.5 State-of-Health (SoH)

We have begun to explore the sensitivity of second harmonic NLEIS as a method for state-

of-health (SoH) assessments. Figure 5 shows the linear EIS and second harmonic NLEIS

spectra at 30% SoC for the fresh Samsung power cells and cells that have been charged and

discharged at 2C for 100 cycles. The measured capacity loss from this cycle-dependent aging

is small, only 0.8%, implying small changes to physicochemical processes in the battery.

EIS is valuable for prognostic and diagnostic analysis of battery aging.16 Here we see the

linear EIS response in Figure 3.5a is noticeably changed in the mid-frequency kinetic/capacitive

regime, despite less than 1% degradation of capacity. In particular, the mid-frequency

impedance has grown, and two distinct arcs are now visible in the aged cell. For LiNMC|C

cells, the growth of a second mid-frequency kinetic/capacitive arc from cycling is typically

attributed to an increase in the positive NMC electrode charge transfer resistance.101 The

highest frequency arcs for fresh and aged cells continue to overlap in Figure 3.5a, suggesting

negligible changes to the negative electrodes from 100 cycle aging. Likewise, aging related

changes in the low frequency tail are extremely subtle.

While linear EIS provides useful insights, Figure 3.5b shows second harmonic NLEIS

produces much greater changes from 100 cycle aging than linear EIS; we find all measur-

able frequencies are distinctly altered in the aged cell. In particular, the emergence of a
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Figure 3.5: Nyquist plots of measured first (a) and second (b) harmonic coefficients, Z̃1,1 (ω1)
and Z̃2,2 (ω1) for a fresh cell and a cell which has been cycled 100 times at 2C. The data at
1 kHz ( ), 1 Hz ( ), and 10 mHz ( ) are labeled for clarity. The second harmonic data is
truncated at 10 Hz. Cells are at 30% SoC.

mid-frequency response in the aged cell indicates a breaking of charge-transfer symmetry for

at least one electrode. Combining the EIS interpretation with the new NLEIS results here

suggests the positive NMC electrode ages with an increase in linear charge transfer resis-

tance (i.e., decreasing i0) and that change is accompanied by a breaking of charge transfer

symmetry (i.e.,αa 6= αc).
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Previous full-physics theory results show that the “second harmonic charge transfer resis-

tance,” as we called it above, can be either positive or negative depending on the direction

of charge transfer asymmetry and the electrode where that asymmetry arises.75 Using these

prior results, and attributing all the degradation to the positive electrode, means the charge

transfer arc in Figure 3.5b arises from the anodic transfer coefficient, αa,pos, being larger

than the cathodic transfer coefficient, αc,pos. For a positive electrode with αa,pos > αc,pos,

oxidation (charging) is relatively easier (requires lower overpotential) than the equivalent

reduction (discharging). This new insight into mechanistic changes in charge transfer cannot

be determined from EIS alone, as linearization of the governing equations (and the governing

physics) makes EIS wholly insensitive to charge transfer symmetry in either electrode.

As described in Figure 3.4b, the low frequency tail is sensitive to subtle changes in several

thermodynamic and diffusive transport parameters for either or both electrodes. As noted

above, the sensitive, multi-parameter nature of the NLEIS low frequency domain makes

attention to modeling more essential for interpretation. Overall, second harmonic NLEIS

appears to complement linear EIS as a method for probing degradation processes at the

earliest stages of cycling.

3.3.6 Physics-based modeling of the EIS and NLEIS spectra

All of the experimental observations we have made in Figures 3.3-3.5 can be represented by

our previously developed pseudo 2-dimensional (P2D) physics-based model for the linear EIS

and second harmonic NLEIS response of a lithium-ion battery.73 We are currently building

up the computational tools needed for multi-parameter estimation of linear EIS and second

harmonic NLEIS based on full-physics parameter estimation fit to experiments.109 However,

even without best-fit parameters, it is possible to qualitatively demonstrate that important

characteristics of the linear and nonlinear response for the battery can be captured by the

model. For example, Figure 3.6 shows simulated spectra that qualitatively mirror the EIS

and NLEIS aging results presented in Figure 3.5; the two sets of model parameters are given

in Table A3.2.
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Figure 3.6: Nyquist plots of computed first (a) and second (b) harmonic coefficients, Z̃1,1 (ω1)
and Z̃2,2 (ω1) from 3.16 mHz to 10kHz. The data at 1 kHz ( ), 1 Hz ( ), and 10 mHz ( )
are labeled for clarity.
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In the aged cell experiments, the appearance of two distinct kinetic/capacitive arcs in the

EIS spectrum was attributable to growth of the charge transfer resistance and an increase in

the characteristic “RC” time constants for the positive electrode. The main way the model

captures this aging affect is by a large reduction in positive electrode i0 and large increase in

double-layer capacitances Cdl for both electrodes. Changes to the charge transfer symmetry

have no effect on the linear EIS. Further, looking at Table A3.2, we see that many of the

thermodynamic and diffusion parameters are changed for the aged cell, but these changes

only produce subtle differences in the linear EIS spectrum at low frequencies, similar to the

experimental observations in Figure 3.5a.

As noted in the discussion of Figure 3.5b, aging qualitatively changes everything about

the second harmonic NLEIS spectrum; that behavior is mirrored by our model. As expected,

symmetric charge transfer coefficients (αa = αc = 0.5), for both electrodes, produce a low

frequency curve that goes straight toward the origin, as seen with the “fresh cell” model

parameters. In this case, there are no mid-frequency kinetic/capacitive features. Introducing

asymmetry in the transfer coefficients of the positive electrode, (αa,pos = 0.55, αc,pos = 0.45)

results in the characteristic second harmonic kinetics arc seen in Figures 3.5b and 3.6b. At

low frequencies, the changes in thermodynamic and diffusion coefficients for both electrodes

drive a radically different low frequency second harmonic NLEIS response, despite having

only modest impact on the linear EIS response. The impact of charge transfer symmetry

on the second harmonic signature is further illuminated in Figure 3.7. The effect of varying

the positive electrode anodic transfer coefficient, αa,pos, for three cases where αa,pos = αc,pos,

αa,pos > αc,pos and αa,pos < αc,pos, is shown. The result shows that, depending on the

nature of the asymmetry, the “second harmonic charge transfer resistance” can be positive

or negative and its sign defines the quadrant of the resulting kinetic/capacitive arc. A

similar, but inverted, dependence on symmetry exists for the negative electrode, because of

the effect Equation 3.9 has on the total cell response. We are exploring scaling relationships

and analytical approaches for relating the second term of Equation 3.11 to the quantity we

refer to as the “second harmonic charge transfer resistance”, which we think of as a nonlinear
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Figure 3.7: Nyquist plots of simulated second harmonic spectra, Z̃2,2 (ω1) for varying positive
electrode anodic transfer coefficients, αa,pos (with αc,pos = 1− αa,pos).

analog to the Randles circuit; we will report on those results later.

3.4 Conclusions and Implications

Nonlinear electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (NLEIS) can be implemented as an add-

on to traditional linear EIS by using a modestly larger input current or voltage modu-

lation and advanced signal processing. Our experiments and analysis show that NLEIS

provides complementary information to EIS; this new information helps unlock insights into

the charge-transfer kinetics, thermodynamics, and mass transport processes that govern

lithium-ion batteries. We lay out the experimental method and complications, as well as the

mathematical framework for analysis of NLEIS. State-of-charge and state-of-health data for

a fresh and cycled commercial Samsung LiNMC|C cell is used to illustrate the sensitivity of

NLEIS.

There is a general notion that the existence of higher harmonics in the output voltage or

current spectrum necessarily means EIS data is corrupted by nonlinear phenomenon.21,23–26

Instead, we show that the general mathematical form of the weakly nonlinear regime does
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not support this as a universal premise. Specifically, assuming current is modulated with

amplitude ∆I, the mathematical truncation error associated with a linear impedance mea-

surement is ∼ O(∆I3), whereas the second harmonic output is an ∼ O(∆I2) signal. Thus, it

is generally possible to find input modulation amplitudes where first order (EIS) and second

order (second harmonic NLEIS) effects dominate third order effects (error in the EIS signal

and third harmonic NLEIS). Of course, the exception to this statement is a symmetric elec-

trochemical system with identical electrodes; the second harmonic output is identically zero

at all frequencies for a symmetric cell. Fortunately, functional whole batteries are always

asymmetric cells. For our experiments with 1500 mAh power cells, input current modulations

up to 500 mA produced fundamental peaks on the order of 10s of millivolts, second harmonics

several orders of magnitude smaller, and no measurable third harmonic. Experiments showed

that EIS results acquired under these conditions matched much smaller modulations, and

satisfied Kramers-Kronig relationships to within 1% error at all frequencies.

It is worth reiterating here that instrumental limitations constrained the usable frequency

range for second harmonic NLEIS spectra to ω1 ≤ 10 Hz because of the total harmonic dis-

tortion that was generated by the galvanostat for these low impedance cells. Thus, we

were unable to achieve high enough frequencies to fully probe the negative electrode ki-

netic/capacitive regime. It is worth noting, however, if the higher frequency electrode pos-

sessed asymmetric charge transfer, the effect would be reflected in the lower frequency second

harmonic as a real axis offset from the origin. Consequently, improvements in instruments

that enable larger current modulations for low impedance batteries are crucial for accurately

probing smaller, and higher frequency, physicochemical processes with NLEIS.

A tantalizing view into the power of combining NLEIS experiments with NLEIS physics-

based models was provided in the analysis of cell aging. We used a previously developed

physics-based linear EIS and second harmonic NLEIS model to interpret the second harmonic

response’s sensitivity to charge transfer symmetry at mid-frequency ranges, as well as ther-

modynamic and mass transport parameters at low frequencies. The aged batteries, despite

losing less than 1% of capacity from cycling, showed a fundamentally different signature in
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the nonlinear response due to the presence of asymmetric charge transfer kinetics. The mea-

surable effects of the transfer coefficients, which have not been detectable in standard EIS,

can now be monitored with aging, and at various states of the battery. This ability to more

completely measure fundamental aspects of charge transfer, such as symmetry coefficients in

situ and in whole cells, is a potentially important advance. We are working on the tools to

extract quantitative parameters from combined EIS and second harmonic NLEIS.

Finally, it is worth assessing a potential consequence of increasing the current modulation

amplitude, namely, the increase in battery temperature rise during test. To estimate this,

the time-averaged Joule heating rate, qj = 1
2

∣∣∣Z̃1,1(ω1)
∣∣∣∆I2, is equated to the rate of heat

dissipation from Newton’s law of cooling, qN = hA〈∆T 〉, where 〈∆T 〉 is the steady-state tem-

perature rise in the cell. Natural and forced convective heat transfer for cylindrical batteries

have been reported to have coefficients as low as 10 W
m2·K and 100 W

m2·K , respectively.110–112

Using conservative parameters that bias toward high temperature rise (|Z̃1,1(ω1)| = 64 mΩ,

A = 0.00419 m2, and ∆I = 0.5 A), yields 〈∆T 〉 = 0.19 ◦C and 0.019 ◦C for natural con-

vection and forced convection, respectively. Since the temperature chamber is constantly

recirculating air using fans, the steady-state temperature of our battery under test is likely

to be within this range. Though the temperature rise estimated here is small, there are

many assumptions that underpin this simple analysis. It may be worth looking at more

sophisticated thermal models of NLEIS testing in future work.
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3.5 Appendix

Table A3.1: Voltages for NLEIS measurements

State-of-Charge 10% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Voltage 3.500 3.643 3.706 3.820 3.920

Table A3.2: Parameters for simulating fresh and aged NLEIS spectra

Physicochemical Parameters

Name Units Fresh
Cell

Aged
Cell

Brugg — 4 4
Cdl,neg µF/cm2 10 50
Cdl,pos µF/cm2 25 1000
c0 mol/m3 1000 1000
D m2/s 1.5× 10−10 7.5× 10−10

Ds,neg m2/s 3.9× 10−14 9.8× 10−15

Ds,pos m2/s 1× 10−14 2.5× 10−15

∂Uneg

∂cs
V · cm3/mol 0 -3.21

∂Upos

∂cs
V · cm3/mol -10 -11.7

∂2Uneg

∂cs2
V · cm6/mol2 -100 -400

∂2Upos

∂cs2
V · cm6/mol2 0 -600

i0,neg A/m2 29.7 14.85
i0,pos A/m2 33.0 5.51
t0+ — 0.364 0.364

αa,neg — 0.5 0.5
αa,pos — 0.5 0.55
αc,neg — 0.5 0.5
αc,pos — 0.5 0.45
κ S/m 0.205 .205
σneg S/m 100 100
σpos S/m 100 100

Geometric Parameters

Name Units Fresh
Cell

Aged
Cell

lneg µm 88 88
lsep µm 25 25
lpos µm 80 80
Rp,neg µm 2 2
Rp,pos µm 2 2
εf,neg — 0.0326 0.0326
εf,pos — 0.025 0.025
εneg — 0.485 0.485
εsep — 0.724 0.724
εpos — 0.385 0.385
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Chapter 4

OPEN-SOFTWARE TOOLS FOR THE PHYSICS-BASED
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL IMPEDANCE SPECTRA

Note: this chapter was published as an article

• Matthew D. Murbach and Daniel T. Schwartz. Analysis of Li-ion battery electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy data: An easy-to-implement approach for physics-based parameter estimation using an open-
source tool. Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 165(2):A297–A304, 2018. DOI: 10.1149/2.1021802jes

Supplementary material can be found on Zenodo.113,114

Abstract

The quantitative analysis of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data is important

for both characterization and prognostic applications in many electrochemical systems. Here

we describe an open-source platform, the ImpedanceAnalyzer, for easy-to-use physics-based

analysis of experimental EIS spectra. To demonstrate the use of the platform, we explore

the basic capabilities of the pseudo two-dimensional (P2D) battery model to predict publicly

available experimental EIS data from a 1500mAh commercial lithium-ion (LiCoO2/graphite)

cell. An a priori computed dataset of 38,800 P2D-based impedance spectra simulations,

covering a wide range of frequencies (1 mHz to 100 kHz) and model parameters, enables a

straightforward least squares matching approach for analyzing experimental spectra. We find

an average error of 1.73% between the best-matching computed spectrum from the 38,800

member library and the experimental spectrum being analyzed. Our analysis shows there

is significant opportunity to improve the fit between experimental data and physics-based

impedance simulations by a combination of a larger computed dataset, local optimization,

and further additions to the model physics. The approach and open source tools developed

here can be easily extended to other electrochemical systems.

http://jes.ecsdl.org/content/165/2/A297
http://jes.ecsdl.org/content/165/2/A297
http://jes.ecsdl.org/content/165/2/A297
http://dx.doi.org/10.1149/2.1021802jes
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4.1 Introduction

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a powerful tool for investigating a wide va-

riety of electrochemical systems.2,3,115 EIS spectra separate individual electrochemical pro-

cesses by their characteristic timescales, enabling both qualitative and quantitative anal-

ysis of electron transport,4,5 reaction rates and mechanisms,6,7 intercalation processes,8

mass transport,9,10 and electrode structure.11,12 The noninvasive nature of EIS also makes

impedance measurements useful in prognostic applications such as fuel cell health estima-

tions13,14 or prediction of remaining useful lifetime in batteries.15,16

Qualitative analysis of EIS spectra generally involves assessing the shape of Nyquist plot

features to determine the relative importance of different physicochemical processes.17,18 In

contrast, quantitative analysis relies on fitting a model to the data in order extract values for

specific thermodynamic, transport, and/or kinetic parameters. Most experimental datasets

are analyzed quantitatively using an equivalent circuit analog. Fitting an equivalent circuit

to EIS data is straightforward using standard least squares regression techniques.116,117 A

good fit can often be found with a relatively simple equivalent circuit, particularly if non-

ideal elements like the constant phase element are used. Moreover, many simple equivalent

circuits, like the Randles circuit,118 have physically interpretable parameters based on lin-

earized electrochemical processes. However, as more complex equivalent circuits are derived

and utilized, the lumped parameters can lose their direct physical interpretability and the

structure of the equivalent circuit analogs themselves can be degenerate.20

An alternative to equivalent circuits for quantitative analysis of EIS data is to directly fit

the data with a physics-based mathematical model of the electrochemical system. Many years

of electrochemical modeling research have laid the groundwork for the physics-based analysis

of impedance in a wide variety of fields including corrosion,6 hydrodynamic systems,46,56

fuel cells,19,57 and lithium-ion batteries.58–60 Parameter estimation by fitting a physics-based

model to experimental EIS data is complicated by the fact that electrochemical models often

contain a combination of coupled differential equations, algebraic equations, and dozens of
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unknown parameters. For complex physics-based models, convergence to a global best fit is

rarely assured, even with an excellent initial guess for the unknown parameters. As a result,

parameter estimation methods often need to rely on many independent measurements to

drastically narrow the number of fitted parameters.61 In short, today there is gap between

the desire to use physics-based models to estimate parameters in EIS, and the actual (routine)

use of physics-based models for parameter estimation from data.

Here we demonstrate an easily implemented and extendable approach for leveraging so-

phisticated physics-based models of EIS spectra to estimate parameters from experimental

data. The parameter estimation approach used in this work relies on error minimization

between experimental data and a large library of a priori simulated impedance spectra. One

benefit of a dataset-based approach is that it always converges and the resulting parame-

ter estimates are guaranteed to be reasonable if the original dataset was constructed from

physically reasonable parameters. Another benefit of a dataset-based approach is that global

sensitivity analysis can be used to understand the contribution of different parameters to the

model variance.72 On the other hand, a dataset-based approach will generally not provide

the parameters with the lowest possible error between model and experiments.

The work and software tool presented here is extendable to a wide range of electrochem-

ical systems, though our first implementation is using the Doyle-Fuller-Newman pseudo

two-dimensional (P2D) lithium-ion battery (LIB) model as the basis for analyzing EIS ex-

periments.90,91 The earliest uses of LIB physics-based impedance models have been to inform

the analysis of experimental EIS data. For example, Doyle et al.59 used physics-based EIS

simulations to show that the low frequency portion of a LIB impedance spectrum appears

(qualitatively) to be interpretable as a Warburg impedance, but using a Warburg plot can

produce erroneous (quantitative) diffusivity estimates. Subsequently, additional physics has

been added to the original P2D model to aid in the interpretation of EIS data. For example,

a surface oxide model was added to the positive electrode particles by Dees et al.61 to under-

stand the increase in interfacial impedance with aging of LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2-based (NCA)

positive electrodes. Abraham et al.62 extended the model further to interpret the changing
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impedance response at different voltages in NCA electrodes.

Despite the widespread use of the P2D model for simulating LIBs — 2 of the top 4 most

cited papers in the history of the Journal of the Electrochemical Society (as of November

1st, 2017119) — the model has seen limited use for quantitative analysis of experimental

impedance data. In this work, we present the ImpedanceAnalyzer, an open-source, web-

based analysis platform aimed at making physics-based models as easy to use as equivalent

circuits for quantitative analysis of EIS experimental data. For the first implementation, we

explore the basic capabilities of the original P2D impedance model to predict publicly avail-

able experimental EIS data from a commercial cell. We discuss the implications of this work

in terms of the next steps for expanding the model dataset, extending the models physics

(surface oxide layers, surface-electrolyte interphase (SEI) layers, etc.), and adding gradient-

based parameter estimation to the basic Sobol’ parameter sampling method120 that forms

the initial backbone of the ImpedanceAnalyzer. As an open source tool, any of these modi-

fications can be added by other researchers to improve performance. Overall, we believe the

open source tools and approach presented here has the capability to combine knowledge gen-

erated from decades of physics-based impedance modeling research with the deep materials

and chemistry insight of experimentalists to accelerate progress in the field.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 The pseudo two-dimensional (P2D) lithium ion battery model

The pseudo two-dimensional (P2D) lithium ion battery model We have previously detailed

the isothermal P2D model and efficient frequency domain computational approach applied

here to prepare a library of simulated lithium-ion battery EIS spectra.75 Briefly, the P2D

model is a set of partial differential equations describing the one-dimensional, volume-

averaged distribution of lithium ions and potential in the solid and solution phases across

a positive electrode, separator, and negative electrode cell sandwich. In each of the porous

electrodes, lithium ion intercalation is assumed to be governed by Fickian diffusion into
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spherical particles coupled to Faradaic charge transfer via Butler-Volmer kinetics. The non-

Faradaic capacitive currents assume a simple Helmholtz double-layer model. The full set

of governing equations, boundary conditions, and parameter dependencies are transformed

into the frequency domain by assuming a steady periodic solution form for all dependent

variables driven by a single-frequency sinusoidal modulation of applied current. We apply

a Volterra series to capture the amplitude-dependence for the linear and weakly nonlinear

higher harmonics that result from the single-frequency input current perturbation. Further

information showing the model equations used for EIS spectra here are presented in the

Appendix AI of our prior work.75

The generic Coefficient Form PDE physics module in COMSOL v4.4 was used here for

all computations. As noted in earlier work,75 the highest density of nodes were placed at the

interfaces between the solid and solution phases and at the electrode/separator interfaces,

based on results from preliminary analysis. For all results presented here, the nodes are

distributed in a geometric sequence with the node spacing at the electrode/separator interface

25X smaller than at the center of the separator or at the current collector interface. All

38,800 computed spectra in our EIS library had the same mesh with 250 nodes across the

cell sandwich and 8000 elements in the particles. Because of the size of the computed EIS

library, we did not use mesh refinement to validate that every individual spectrum was

converged, as is normal when a small number of simulations (compared to 38,800) are used.

We discuss our strategy for validation of the computational results in §4.3.2. For a given

set of physicochemical and geometric parameters and single input perturbation frequency,

computing the impedance response took approximately 4 seconds on a Dell Precision T1500

with an Intel Core i7 CPU @ 2.80 GHz and 8GB RAM using a Windows 7 Professional

64-bit operating system. Parameters were updated and the results were saved to disk using

the LiveLink for MATLAB version R2013b. The 38,800 member library of EIS spectra (with

each spectrum having 25 frequencies) required approximately 2 CPU-months to compute,

though much of it could be done in parallel.
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4.2.2 Creating a large dataset of simulated spectra

The P2D impedance model as implemented here is parameterized with 26 physicochemical

and geometric coefficients. To adequately capture the wide variety of impedance spectra one

might encounter for the diversity of lithium-ion battery chemistries, a dataset of different

simulations was synthesized using a wide, but physically meaningful, range of parameters.

The parameters and their ranges are shown in Table A4.1 in the Appendix. Parameters

whose ranges spanned more than two orders of magnitude were sampled logarithmically.

Sampling the parameter space of the several dozen inputs to the P2D model necessitates a

large number of simulations. The Sobol’ sampling sequence120 was used to efficiently explore

the high dimensional space and the SALib121 and savvy74 python packages were used to

generate the sampling sequences.

An important, but subtle, issue in establishing model parameters is that impedance mea-

surements represent a “local” probe of the battery at the state-of-charge being assessed. The

most relevant case for understanding the meaning of “local” is the treatment of electrode

thermodynamics. The governing equations for the linear electrochemical impedance (or the

weakly nonlinear electrochemical impedance, for that matter75) do not rely on knowledge

of “global” relationship between open circuit voltage and intercalated lithium concentration.

Instead, what matters is the local gradient. Thus, Table A4.1 shows the gradient of open

circuit potential with intercalated concentration as a parameter influencing the impedance.

The local open circuit voltage gradient values for each electrode are constrained by realistic

bounds found in the literature for multiple chemistries. As local variables, the thermody-

namic gradients in each electrode are taken as independent parameters to be sampled like

all others in Table A4.1.

4.2.3 Incorporating physical knowledge into the validation of many computations

The dataset used in this work currently contains 38,800 impedance spectra each containing

25 frequencies. As the number of computations grows to cover a wide range of parameter and
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frequency space, deterministic methods for validating model accuracy such as adaptive mesh

refinement or manually verifying the number of node points in high gradient regions become

impractical. Leveraging the physical understanding of the electrochemical system provides

a crucial insight into exploring the tradeoff between computational time and accuracy.

As an example, in any porous electrode, the competing effects of the solid- and solution-

phase conductivities and reaction kinetics determine the distribution of current density within

the system.122 That is, for parameter sets with fast kinetics and low effective conductivities,

the zone over which the lithium flux occurs is small, and high gradients form. The loca-

tion of the reaction zone is driven by the ratio of solid- and solution-phase conductivities.

Consequently, for the lithium ion battery system, where electrode conductivities are typi-

cally higher than electrolyte conductivity, the region of significant lithium flux density in

the porous electrodes tends to be shifted towards the electrode/separator interfaces. Similar

considerations occur in the diffusive flux of the oscillating lithium ion concentrations within

the solid electrode particles. The penetration depth is governed by Fickian mass transport

in the system,

δD ≈
√
Ds

ω1

(4.1)

where Ds is the solid-phase diffusivity and ω1 is the perturbation frequency. The boundary

layer thickness decreases for lower mass transport coefficients and higher frequencies. To

account for these regions of high gradients in the concentrations, potentials, and current

densities in the system, a high number of node points at the interface between the solid and

solution phases and the electrode/separator interfaces were used.

To establish confidence in the large EIS dataset we have produced, we explore the most

challenging computational limit (high frequencies) and compare it with the easily calculable

analytic limits of infinite frequency. In the limit of infinite frequency, the only contributor

to the impedance response is the combined ohmic drop across each of the electrodes and
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separator. The internal resistance of the cell has the analytical solution,

Rohmic =

[
lpos

σeff,pos + κeff,pos

]
+

[
lsep

κeff,sep

]
+

[
lneg

σeff,neg + κeff,neg

]
(4.2)

where li is the thickness of the region, and σeff,i and κeff,i are the effective solid- and

solution-phase conductivities (given by σ(1− εi − εf,i)Brugg and κεBruggi where εi and εf,i are

the void- and filler-fractions and Brugg is a Bruggeman-type tortuosity factor, respectively).

Equation 4.2 sets a theoretical lower bound for the computed electrochemical impedance for

any set of parameters. Comparisons of high frequency computed solutions to Equation 4.2

for the same parameter set is one way we will assess the numerical accuracy of our large

computed dataset over the wide parameter range used.

4.2.4 Fitting computational spectra to experimental data

To directly compare a computed EIS spectrum to an experimental EIS spectrum from a

battery with unknown electrode area requires a self-consistent method to determine the

superficial electrode area, Amsup, for every computed spectrum m (here, our computed library

has 1 ≤ m ≤ 38, 800). Superficial area is needed because the computations provide area

normalized impedances, with units in Ω−m2, whereas EIS experimental measurements have

units in Ω. For self-consistency, the area used to normalize EIS simulation results must

produce a cell capacity that matches the experimentally determined capacity of the battery

under test, Cdata (in Ah), which is a universally measured or reported value. Thus, for every

computed spectrum m, the basic procedure is to calculate each electrode’s capacity, Cm
pos and

Cm
neg, according to

Cm
i = Amsupl

m
i

(
1− εmi − εmf,i

)
Vi (4.3)

where the subscript index i is either pos or neg, Amsup is the unknown superficial area (in

m2), and Vi is the volumetric capacity (in Ah/m3) of the material in each electrode. The

self-consistent superficial area is the only unknown when the capacity-limiting electrode from
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each computed spectrum m is equated to the experimental capacity data by

Cdata = min
(
Cm
pos, C

m
neg

)
. (4.4)

One last factor often found in experimental data, but absent from computed spectra, is

contact resistances ( Rcontact in Ω). Uncompensated contact resistance leads to a shift along

the real axis that will produce poor or erroneous fits to experiments. Thus, we use contact

resistance as a free parameter to minimize the residual error Em between the experimental

data and an area-scaled spectrum from the computed EIS dataset,

Em =
1

N

N∑
j

√((
Z ′m(ωj)

Amsup
+Rm

contact

)
− Z ′data(ωj)

)2

+

(
Z ′′m(ωj)

Amsup
− Z ′′data(ωj)

)2

(4.5)

where Rm
contact is the error-minimizing contact resistance for spectrum m, Z ′m(ωj) and Z ′′m(ωj)

are the real and imaginary components of the computed impedance values for spectrum m at

frequencies ωj, Z ′data(ωj) and Z ′′data(ωj) are the experimentally measured real and imaginary

impedance data at frequencies ωj, and N is the total number of frequencies being fit. No

weighting of the data with frequency is currently implemented.

Because Rm
contact is the only fit parameter to minimize error, it can be aphysical. We elim-

inate any spectrum from consideration if the best-fitting Rm
contact is negative and appreciable

(here appreciable is taken to mean a magnitude greater than 10% of the high frequency

limit). The residual error for all simulated spectra can then be ranked from lowest to highest

error to determine the top matches for an experimental spectrum.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Flexibility of physics-based modeling

Due to the large ranges over which the physicochemical and geometric parameters were

sampled, the resulting dataset of simulated impedance responses contains spectra of a wide

variety of shapes in the Nyquist diagram. Figure 4.1 shows some of the variation among the
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Figure 4.1: Nyquist plots for six of the 38,800 simulated impedance spectra. The spectra
shown represent a wide range of impedance responses across the input parameter space
with (a) small and (b) large separation between the kinetic arcs, (c) small and (d) large
low frequency Warburg-like "tails", and (e) flat and (f) steep low frequency responses. All
spectra are shown with 25 logarithmically spaced frequencies from 105 Hz to 10−3 Hz.

38,800 computed spectra demonstrating the flexibility of the P2D model to capture distinct

impedance responses. Figure 4.1a and 4.1b show the Nyquist representation of the simulated

spectra with one overlapping (Fig. 4.1a) or two separable (Fig. 4.1b) kinetic arcs. The arcs

are related to the interfacial charge transfer resistance and double-layer capacitance at the

two electrodes. When the two kinetic impedance responses are similar in magnitude, but

differ in characteristic time constants, separate arcs (or a flat long arc) are visible. When

either a single electrode has extremely facile kinetics (low charge transfer resistance) or

the electrodes have similar kinetic time constants, a single arc defines the mid-frequency

impedance response. Consequently, a wide range of high- to mid-frequency responses are

seen in the simulated dataset without the requirement on introducing unphysical or nonideal
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circuit elements like the constant phase element. Similarly, despite the typical treatment of

fitting a single Warburg element, the low-frequency response also encompasses a diverse range

of features. Figure 4.1c shows an impedance spectrum with a small low-frequency response

while Figure 4.1d shows an impedance spectra with a comparatively large contribution in the

same frequency range. In the low-frequency regime, solid- and solution-phase mass transport

as well as thermodynamics (derivatives in the open circuit potential) interact to generate

distinct variations in the impedance responses. As an example, Figure 4.1e and Figure 4.1f

show the effect of an impedance spectrum with a relatively flat low-frequency feature and a

steeply sloped feature, respectively. It should be noted that there is no need for the spectra

in Figure 4.1 to be scaled by superficial area or shifted by inclusion of uncompensated contact

resistance since we are not comparing to experimental results, and therefore, the figure units

are Ω−m2.

4.3.2 Assessing the quality of the simulation library

Preliminary studies were carried out to determine a meshing strategy that worked for a wide

range of parameters and frequencies. The goal of the preliminary work was to balance the

number of mesh nodes and their spatial distribution, with the computational time required

to compute a converged solution. Given the wide range of parameters used, and the 38,800

unique parameter combinations explored at 25 frequencies (970,000 computations of the

governing equations and boundary conditions), it was not easy to evaluate the accuracy of

every computation. Nonetheless, we had a strategy to ensure the numerical approach and

meshing was appropriate. In particular, we explored the hardest-to-converge limit of the

governing equations, high frequencies, by comparing the simulated high-frequency data to

the analytical high-frequency limit given by Equation 4.2.

Figure 4.2 shows a comparison of the simulated high-frequency real impedance at 105

Hz and the analytically predicted value of the ohmic resistance. An initial indicator of

computational quality is seen immediately; Equation 4.2 is the theoretical lower bound for

the real impedance, and we see that all simulations lie on or above the diagonal line, with none
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between the 38,800 simulated data points for the highest frequency
used here, Z ′(105Hz), and the analytic ohmic resistance for the same parameters, RΩ,predicted.
The marker color indicates the simulated phase angle at 105 Hz. Inset shows that some
combinations of parameters require a much higher simulated frequency to achieve a purely
ohmic response.

below. There are two possible reasons for the simulated impedance at 105 Hz to be above

the analytically-predicted ohmic (real) resistance: (i) the simulated frequency (105 Hz) is

insufficient to reach a purely ohmic response for the set of parameters or (ii) numerical errors

associated with inadequate meshing. Understanding the origin of the upward deviations we

see in Figure 4.2 at low cell resistances is aided by coloring the markers to indicate the

computed phase of the calculated impedance at 105 Hz for all 38,800 simulations. We see a

consistent trend of higher phase angles resulting in greater deviation from the diagonal line

which is consistent with the deviation being associated with 105 Hz as too low of a frequency

to reach the real axis. We can explore this effect statistically. The average deviation from the

predicted value for all 38,800 high frequency points is 12.9%, while the error for all spectra

with less than a 5.7o phase angle at 105 Hz (68% of the spectra) is 5.0%. In short, the closer
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a point at 105 Hz is to a purely real number, the more accurately Equation 4.2 predicts

the value. This may seem obvious, but there is no reason to believe that inadequate mesh

refinement would produce this systematic behavior across such a diverse set of parameters.

To further test the idea that the meshing and computations are adequate, and devia-

tions arise predominantly from the selection of 105 Hz as the highest frequency, we further

evaluated some of the largest deviating points. The inset in Figure 4.2 shows the decrease

in error resulting from increasing the highest simulated frequency from 100kHz to 100MHz,

while keeping the grid mesh fixed. We see that all three points move toward the diagonal

line, further validating that it is primarily the frequency range used, for certain parameter

combinations, not numerical error.

Based on these high frequency and other tests, we have confidence that the systematic

deviations seen in Figure 4.2 are not primarily due to numerical error. Moreover, given

that we primarily tested the most difficult-to-compute frequency limit of the library, we

are confident that meshing-produced numerical errors are at least an order of magnitude

below the 5.0% systematic deviation seen for the low phase angle points in Figure 4.2, for

all frequencies. Of course, adaptive methods for increasing the density of node points within

the high gradient regions would lower the numerical error further, albeit at the significant

cost of increased computational time, but there appears little reason to pursue that based

on these results.

4.3.3 Using the ImpedanceAnalyzer: A physics-based fit of a LiCoO2/graphite cell spectra

The input panel for the web-based, ImpedanceAnalyzer tool is shown in Figure 4.3. To fit

an experimental spectrum, a user would browse for a file on their computer containing a

comma delimited file where the first column contains frequency, the second contains the real

impedance, and the third contains the imaginary impedance. The type of analysis to be

performed is then selected and any additional input (battery capacity for scaling according

to Equation 4.4, for example) is entered before clicking the “Go” button to transmit the data

to the server for the spectrum matching and ranking process described above.
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Figure 4.3: Input panel of the ImpedanceAnalyzer. Users would select a file to upload or an
example dataset as well as analysis to perform before selecting “Go”

To demonstrate the process, an example experimental impedance spectrum is taken from

the University of Maryland’s Center for Advanced Life Cycle Engineering (CALCE) Battery

Data Archive.123 The spectrum shown here comes from the initialization impedance mea-

surements on a 1500mAh LiCoO2/graphite battery cell (Cell 41 in the PLN Initialization

Dataset).124 The impedance response of the pouch cell was measured from 1.64 kHz to 12.5

mHz. The Nyquist representation of the raw experimental data is shown in Figure 4.4a. The

spectrum consists of a depressed semicircle in the frequency range associated with interfacial

processes and a low-frequency tail in the region associated with mass transport and thermo-

dynamic processes. As a part of the spectrum ranking process, the experimentally sampled
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Figure 4.4: Nyquist plots of the (a) raw experimental spectra, (b) interpolated fit points,
and (c) best matching simulated spectra (m = 6230) from the 38,800 computed datasets.
The average error between the simulated spectra and experimental data in (c) is 1.73% with
a contact resistance of 4.2 mΩ and superficial area of 300.32 cm2.

frequencies are quadratically interpolated to match the simulated frequencies (Figure 4.4b)

and then the process described above determines the simulated spectra from the dataset with

the lowest residual error (Figure 4.4c). The resulting closest match for this example spectra

and the P2D dataset described above has a run index, m, of 6230, a superficial area, Asup,

of 300.3 cm2, a contact resistance, Rcontact, of 4.21 mΩ, and an average residual error, E, of

1.73%. In this case, the positive electrode provides the limiting capacity. The parameters

which generate the closest match are returned to the user in the web tool and are shown in

Table A4.2 in the Appendix. It should be noted that the experimental dataset used here

has the data truncated at a moderate frequency and, thus, the spectrum contains negligible
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influence from the inductance often found experimentally at high frequencies. For datasets

that contain higher frequencies, there may need to be a simple inductive element added to

the contact resistance parameter in Equation 4.5 to capture these experimental artifacts.

4.3.4 Exploring the remaining solutions

Figure 4.5: Plot of the top 50 ranked residual average errors between the experimental data
set and the 38,800 simulated spectra. The letters denote (a) 3rd, (b) 7th, and (c) 10th ranked
fitting errors corresponding to the spectra in Figure 4.6.

One of the benefits of the dataset-based approach taken in this work is that the nearby

“nearly-matching” solutions can also be explored. Quickly visualizing the many spectra that

are close to matching the experimental spectrum enables an experimentalist to begin piecing

together a better understanding of the interacting physicochemical processes in the complex

electrochemical system. Figure 4.5 shows the residual errors calculated using Equation 4.5

for the top 50 simulated spectra as a function of the spectra’s rank. Multiple results with the

same residual error occur when the only change in the input parameter set is a parameter that

the linear impedance response is insensitive to (such as the charge transfer coefficients, αa
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and αc, for example, where only their sum appears in the governing equations and boundary

conditions). The steepness of the drop-off at low rankings (best fitting spectra) indicates

that there is still potentially significant benefit to increasing the number of simulations in

the dataset.

Figure 4.6: Nyquist plots of the (a) 3rd (m = 34560), (b) 7th (m = 4932), and (c) 10th (m
= 32014) best matching spectra in the dataset of 38,000 simulated spectra.

To further demonstrate the different variations by which the simulated spectra fail to

match the experimental data and how we can learn from them, the three spectra in Figure 4.6

show the starred 3rd, 7th, and 10th closest matching spectra in the dataset from Figure 4.5.

For example, while Figure 4.6a (m = 34560) matches well in the low-frequency region, it

fails at matching in the high-frequency regime. Conversely, the spectrum in Figure 4.6b (m

= 4932) qualitatively matches, but has the timescales for kinetics shifted, while the spectra
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shown in Figure 4.6c (m= 32014) has a qualitatively similar response in the high-frequency

regime, but fails at low frequencies. Interactively exploring these nearby solutions is made

easy in the ImpedanceAnalyzer via an “Explore P2D” modal where a user can mouse over

the residual points and interactively see the corresponding spectrum and parameter values.

Clicking on a residual point allows the comparison of multiple spectra and a download of the

selected parameters is made available. The three parameter sets for the spectra in Figure 4.6

are presented in Table A4.3. We see that the qualitative improvement in the low-frequency

response of the 3rd best spectra is likely due to the decreasing solid-phase diffusion coefficient

in the negative electrode, Ds,neg, while further decreasing the diffusion coefficients many

more orders of magnitude leads to the very poor match at low-frequencies for the 10th best

spectrum. Additionally, decreasing the magnitudes of the open circuit potential derivatives

leads to a smaller low-frequency tail between the 3rd and 7th best matching spectra. For the

mid-frequency response, the lower negative exchange current density, i0,neg, leads to similar

time constants between electrodes resulting in a single, narrower arc for the 3rd ranked

spectrum with respect to the best match. Decreased double-layer capacitances (increasing

the characteristic frequency of both electrodes) broadens the mid-frequency response of the

7th ranked spectrum into a single, flatter kinetic arc, while increasing the positive electrode

capacitance (lowering the characteristic frequency) and decreasing the negative electrode

capacitance (increasing the characteristic frequency) removes the separation between the

two electrode arcs in the 10th best fit.

The limiting electrode (i.e. the electrode which has the computed area of 1500mAh ac-

cording to Eq 4.4) in each of the simulations shown in Figure 4.6 is the positive electrode

except for the 10th best match. Interestingly, due to the symmetry of the P2D model, it

is possible to switch the labels of pos and neg parameters and compute an identical spec-

trum. Additionally, the estimated superficial area for each of these nearly matching spectra

vary more than 100 cm2. Consequently, including additional information about the battery

(including any known physicochemical or geometric ranges of parameters) will be useful for

improving the matching process by filtering the dataset. Adding this feature is currently
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under development.

4.3.5 Matched spectra as an initial guess for local optimization

Figure 4.7: Nyquist plot comparing the experimental data with a two parameter locally
optimized P2D simulated spectrum. A 20% increase in the double layer capacitance, Cdl,neg,
and a 50% decrease in the solid diffusion coefficient, Ds,neg, resulted in a spectrum with a
1.25% error (33% lower than the best matching spectra in the 38,800 member dataset).

Sampling across a large range of physical parameters enables a fit such as that shown

in Figure 4.4c, but, because we used parameters associated with a wide range of different

battery chemistries, states-of-charge, etc., the 38,800 member EIS library is not a dense

covering of the parameter space. Moreover, for any finite number of simulations, the global

nature of the sampling process makes it likely that the resulting match is not a best-fit to the

experimental spectrum. However, if there is low experimental noise, the selected spectrum

makes a good starting point for further local optimization of the physics-based model. In

the case of the spectrum shown in Figure 4.4c, the largest contributions to the remaining

1.73% error are in the low-frequency tail as well as the kinetic arc at high frequencies. Using

conventional understanding of impedance spectra, the width of the high frequency arc can be

attributed to the charge transfer resistance associated with the intercalation kinetics in both

electrodes, while the time constants of the arcs (dictating their separation and shape) are also

influenced by the double-layer capacitances. Thus, to change the shape of the kinetic arcs
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without altering the total width, the double-layer capacitances can be varied. Additionally,

because the time constants for kinetics and mass transport are separated by more than an

order of magnitude, changes in either parameter group only affect the high-frequency arc

and low-frequency tail, respectively. Figure 4.7 shows the consequence of a simple iterative

reduction of residual error by varying the double-layer capacitances as well as the solid-

phase diffusion coefficients and open circuit potential derivatives. For a 20% increase in

double-layer capacitance, Cdl,neg, and a 50% decrease in the negative electrode solid diffusion

coefficient, Ds,neg, the residual error decreased to 1.25%. Directly incorporating sophisticated

local optimization in the vicinity of several highly ranked solutions found by global sampling

is a functionality currently being explored for the ImpedanceAnalyzer.

4.4 Implications and concluding remarks

The physics-based nature of the P2D and other electrochemical models enables a wide set of

physically relevant and interpretable impedance responses to be captured by simply varying

the combinations of physicochemical parameter inputs. With a physics-based approach, it

is transparent what phenomena are included in the model and what assumptions underpin

the model. In contrast, equivalent circuits are reduced order models of (normally) complex

physical and chemical processes, sometimes leading to ambiguous or incorrect interpretation

of results.59 While it is normally possible to fit some form of an equivalent circuit to an

experimental spectrum, linking the fit to the underlying phenomena for anything but the

simplest electrochemical systems remains a fraught exercise.

In the work described here, the P2D battery model was used to demonstrate the dataset-

based approach for parameter estimation. As noted in the introduction, the high citation

rate of the P2D model makes it the de facto “standard” continuum model for capturing

the dynamics of the lithium-ion system. Moreover, significant research efforts have focused

on adding additional physics to the system making it a good candidate for demonstration.

That said, the open-source, dataset-based approach described here enables an opportunity

to start statistically comparing electrochemical models as different physical processes are in-
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cluded or removed. Combining the sampling scheme with methods for performing a global,

variance-based sensitivity analysis125 of the simulated dataset can provide information on the

parameters most responsible for variations in the impedance spectra at a given frequency. It

has been shown that parameter identifiability is an important consideration in fitting elec-

trochemical models to experimental data.126 Comparing the parameter sensitivity as more

complex physical interactions are sequentially added to models can provide statistical insight

into the tradeoff between a more descriptive physical representation of the system and po-

tentially worse parameter identifiability as additional parameters are added. Additionally,

comparing an experimental spectrum to the nearest matching spectra within a single dataset

can enable a bootstrap approach to establishing confidence intervals in the estimated param-

eters. Several additional benefits arise from the dataset-based approach described here. The

computational time is spent upfront during the generation of the dataset, significantly re-

ducing the time an experimentalist waits to find a best matching spectrum. The time needed

to identify the best matching fit to experimental data is unchanged by the complexity of the

model. Only the size of the library affects the estimation time. Of course, a more complex

model will take longer to compute the library of spectra; however, separating the model com-

plexity from the time required to estimate the parameters becomes increasingly important as

the quest for deeper insight into complex electrochemical systems grows. Furthermore, the

open-source nature of the platform enables the inclusion of additional electrochemical data

such as higher order harmonic responses,75 spectra at multiple states (depths-of-discharge

or temperatures), as well as (dis) charge curves or cyclic voltammetry.

The power of open-source software like this lies in the opportunity for subsequent contrib-

utor to add features, additional simulated or experimental data sets, etc., thereby evolving

the tool to a more useful form. To that end, the ImpedanceAnalyzer is simply the start

of a platform to which others are encouraged to contribute. The code is openly avail-

able on GitHub and users of the software can cite the version released at the time of this

manuscript.113 Other open software and open data products being actively built by the elec-

trochemical data science community are also available for those interested in collaborative
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development.127 Data and the analysis code for this paper can be found online.114

Appendix

Table A4.1: Physicochemical and geometric parameter ranges for simulated dataset

Physicochemical Parameters

Name Units Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

Brugg — 4 4
Cdl,neg µF/cm2 1 100
Cdl,pos µF/cm2 1 100
c0 mol/m3 100 5000
D m2/s 10−11 10−9

Ds,neg m2/s 10−19 10−10

Ds,pos m2/s 10−17 10−10

∂Uneg

∂cs
V · cm3/mol -100 0

∂Upos

∂cs
V · cm3/mol -100 0

i0,neg A/m2 1 20
i0,pos A/m2 1 200
t0+ — 0.2 0.99

αa,neg — 0.2 0.8
αa,pos — 0.2 0.8
κ S/m 0.1 8
σneg S/m 30 4000
σpos S/m 4 30

Geometric Parameters

Name Units Fresh
Cell

Aged
Cell

lneg µm 15 1200
lsep µm 8 40
lpos µm 15 1200
Rp,neg µm .25 20
Rp,pos µm 1 15
εf,neg — 0.0 0.12
εf,pos — 0.0 0.12
εneg — 0.2 0.5
εsep — 0.35 0.8
εpos — 0.2 0.5
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Table A4.2: Physicochemical and geometric parameters for best matching spectra

Physicochemical Parameters

Name Value [Units]

Cdl,neg 79.8 [µF/cm2]
Cdl,pos 86.5 [µF/cm2]
c0 1485.3 [mol/m3]
D 7.68 ×10−10 [m2/s]

Ds,neg 9.09 ×10−12 [m2/s]
Ds,pos 4.34 ×10−16 [m2/s]
∂Uneg

∂cs
-40.5 [V · cm3/mol]

∂Upos

∂cs
-9.60 [V · cm3/mol]

i0,neg 19.42 [A/m2]
i0,pos 1.56 [A/m2]
t0+ .45 [—]

αa,neg .58 [—]
αa,pos .41 [—]
κ 1.42 [S/m
σneg 1986 [S/m]
σpos 19.6 [S/m]

Fit Parameters

Name Value [Units]

Asup 300.3 [cm2]
Rcontact 4.2 [mΩ]

Geometric Parameters

Name Value [Units]

lneg 319.9 [µm]
lsep 35.9 [µm]
lpos 159.1 [µm]
Rp,neg 19.3 [µm]
Rp,pos 1.49 [µm]
εf,neg 0.062 [—]
εf,pos 0.075 [—]
εneg 0.366 [—]
εsep 0.680 [—]
εpos 0.354 [—]
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Table A4.3: Parameters for nearly matching spectra shown in Figure 4.6

Fit Parameters

Name Units Rank: 3
Run: 34560

Rank: 7
Run: 4932

Rank: 10
Run: 32014

Asup cm2 313.9 268.7 218.4
Rcontact mΩ 10.1 4.9 8.0

Physicochemical Parameters

Name Units Rank: 3
Run: 34560

Rank: 7
Run: 4932

Rank: 10
Run: 32014

Cdl,neg µF/cm2 31.0 57.2 32.3
Cdl,pos µF/cm2 30.7 47.3 97.3
c0 mol/m3 4635 4921 986.5
D m2/s 8.547 ×10−10 7.588 ×10−10 1.943 ×10−11

Ds,neg m2/s 2.465 ×10−13 9.989 ×10−18 2.793 ×10−19

Ds,pos m2/s 3.214 ×10−15 8.104 ×10−15 2.205 ×10−17

∂Uneg

∂cs
V · cm3/mol -0.1593 -0.1937 -2.976

∂Upos

∂cs
V · cm3/mol -43.03 26.77 -0.02543

i0,neg A/m2 2.619 19.68 6.163
i0,pos A/m2 1.616 1.934 1.937
t0+ — 0.984 0.483 0.942

αa,neg — 0.524 0.528 0.348
αa,pos — 0.632 0.269 0.264
κ S/m 5.726 7.024 6.544
σneg S/m 356.1 173.7 2484
σpos S/m 10.63 5.638 22.71

Physicochemical Parameters

Name Units Rank: 3
Run: 34560

Rank: 7
Run: 4932

Rank: 10
Run: 32014

lneg µm 422.6 262.1 286.7
lsep µm 17.85 8.422 28.35
lpos µm 150.1 142.9 336.4
Rp,neg µm 2.447 18.45 6.418
Rp,pos µm 6.117 6.23 2.384
εf,neg — 0.094 0.041 0.069
εf,pos — 0.011 0.028 0.033
εneg — 0.234 0.331 0.332
εsep — 0.479 0.757 0.494
εpos — 0.411 0.262 0.271
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Chapter 5

ADDITIONAL PROJECTS

5.1 Initial datasets and exploration of parameter sensitivity

5.1.1 Introduction

Physics-based models have often been used to interpret the whole cell response of lithium-ion

batteries.122 In particular, the pseudo-two-dimensional (P2D) battery model has been used to

understand,89 design,90,91 and control92 lithium-ion batteries for many decades. Many results

have demonstrated that the equations representing coupled mass transport, thermodynamic,

and reaction processes in the P2D model are flexible enough to capture a significant amount

of the variation seen in experimental data. A handful of examples using the frequency domain

solutions have also demonstrated that experimental measurements of the linear and nonlinear

harmonic response of a battery can also be represented by the P2D model.59,98 Despite the

widespread use of these models in interpreting battery performance, accurately capturing the

internal state of these systems for use in next-generation battery management and control

also requires a robust understanding of parameter identifiability and model validation.126 In

particular, to be used in long-term aging predictions the model and parameters must not

only be required to reproduce the cell voltage response reliably, but also accurately predict

the internal states of the battery.

Impedance-based measurements can provide additional information to be used in esti-

mating accurate parameters;59,75 however, understanding the increase in information content

and parameter identifiability has only begun to be explored.126 In one example, Bizeray et

al. use the single-particle model to demonstrate that the linear EIS impedance model is only

uniquely defined if the open circuit potential is non-zero; that is, the local thermodynamics of

the system can dictate the identifiability of mass transport parameters in the low-frequency
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impedance response.126 To begin further exploring the parameter sensitivity of the linear EIS

and second harmonic NLEIS response of our previously described P2D model,75 we describe

the results of an initial sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity indices for the linear EIS and

second harmonic NLEIS response are a first step in determining the experimental conditions

under which particular parameters can be reliably measured and .

5.1.2 Global sensitivity analyses

For a deterministic model, y = f(x1, x2, . . . , xk) where f is a complex relationship between

input parameters, x = x1, x2, . . . , xk, and model output, y, a sensitivity analysis can provide

insight into how changes in the parameters influence the output.125 Sensitivity analyses can

be either local (based on the derivatives of f evaluated around a base case x = x0) or global

(parameters are allowed to vary across a significant range of interest). Local sensitivity is

typically straightforward and computationally efficient to implement, however, the utility is

limited to either linear systems or in regimes very close to a known set of base parameters.

Global sensitivity analyses, on the other hand, explore the full parameter space and provide

a more complete exploration of parameter interactions and model nonlinearity, albeit at the

cost of a somewhat more challenging implementation.125

A good method for approaching a global sensitivity analysis is to start by treating our

input parameters as a random variable, X, with a given distribution, such that the model

output Y = f(X) is also a random variable with an unknown distribution. This treatment,

known as probabilistic sensitivity analysis,128 is useful because it allows us to think about

how each parameter (or interactions between parameters) affects the output variance (or un-

certainty) of the model. Those parameters which affect the output variance significantly are

“sensitive” whereas parameters which contribute little to the output variance are “insensitive”.

To quantify the relative importance of each parameter, Xi, we can look at how much the

expected value of the output given a known value of the parameter Xi = X∗ varies across

all values of X∗ in the parameter range,
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VXi
(EX∼i

(Y |Xi)) (5.1)

where V is the variance, E is the expected value, and X∼i includes all factors except for Xi.

Normalizing the variance in Equation 5.1 by the total variance in the model output, V (Y ),

gives us the first-order sensitivity index,125

Si =
VXi

(EX∼i
(Y |Xi))

V (Y )
(5.2)

where Si is a number always between 0 and 1 and a high value indicates that a parameter is

important.

It should be noted that, for an additive model (one in which there are no interactions

amongst parameters), the first-order sensitivity indices, Si, sum to 1. However, when there

are more complex interactions between parameters,125

∑
i

Si +
∑
i

∑
j>i

Sij +
∑
i

∑
j>i

∑
l>j

Sijl + · · ·+ S123...k = 1 (5.3)

where Sij and Sijl are the sensitivity indices associated with second- and third-order inter-

actions between parameters. That is, the total sensitivity can be partitioned into the first-

and higher-order contributions from individual and interactions between parameters. While

calculating all of the individual higher-order terms is theoretically interesting, we are likely

more concerned with the computationally tractable job of estimating the total effect, ST i, of

a parameter, i.e. the sum of all of the sensitivity indices which include the parameter Xi.

For example, for a generic three-factor model,125

ST1 = S1 + S12 + S13 + S123. (5.4)

Calculating this total effect is made easier by the fact that we know from Equation 5.3 that

all of the indices sum to 1. By subtracting out only the indices which do not contain, the
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parameter Xi, we arrive at the total effect sensitivity index,125

ST i = 1− VX∼i
(EXi

(Y |X∼i))
V (Y )

. (5.5)

While the statistical definitions of Si and ST i (Equations 5.2 and 5.5) are useful in com-

puting a measure of sensitivity, a physical representation of these measures can be easier to

connect to the analysis of a linear EIS or second-harmonic NLEIS spectrum. Specifically, the

first-order sensitivity indices, Si, can be thought of as the amount of variance that is removed

from the model output if we could precisely measure Xi, while the total-effect indices, ST i,

represent the amount of variance we would expect to remain if all factors, except Xi could be

fixed. The relative difference in the two measures indicates the level to which the parameter

interacts with other parameters.

5.1.3 Selecting physical parameter ranges for lithium-ion batteries

Unlike a local sensitivity analysis based on derivatives around a set of base parameters,

a global sensitivity analysis requires that the parameters be sampled across some “global”

parameter space. Determining the parameter space that captures the realistic behavior of

the linear EIS and nonlinear second-harmonic NLEIS response across the full variation of

lithium-ion battery chemistries and geometries presents a trade-off between a huge parameter

space requiring an exceedingly large dataset (and lots of computational time) to sufficiently

sample the space vs. a narrower parameter range which may only capture a subset of the

battery behavior. Additionally, the frequency range and spacing, an independent variable in

the model, also affects the computational time required to generate a dataset. As a result,

several datasets were created as a part of this thesis in response to this trade-off.

In addition to the dataset described in Chapter 4 used for matching experimental spectra

as a part of the ImpedanceAnalyzer, several other datasets of impedance spectra were created.

In particular, a dataset containing 6000 spectra over 41 frequencies and a narrower parameter

range (see Table A5.1) was generated to explore the full frequency dependence and better
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capture timescales seen in experimental data.

Once the parameter range was determined, the SALib121 Python package was used to

generate a Sobol’ sampling sequence120 in order to efficiently explore the high dimensional

parameter space. To generate the final dataset, a COMSOL model was solved for each

of the sampled combinations of parameters, frequencies, and harmonics using LiveLink for

MATLAB and the resulting linear EIS and second harmonic NLEIS spectra were saved.

The sensitivity index and bootstrapped confidence interval for each parameter and at each

frequency was estimated using the SALib.sobol.analyze method.121 It should be noted

that to calculate the sensitivity index at a given frequency the complex impedance response,

Zi = Zi
′ + jZi

′′, must be reduced to a single output value. The natural choices for this

reduction are to use the real (Zi′) or imaginary (Zi′′) components or the magnitude (|Zi|) or
phase angle (φZi

). Here, we show the results for the phase angle (φZ1 and φZ2) since it is the

most sensitive.

Geometric parameters The physical properties of a battery’s construction, such as elec-

trode and separator thickness, porosity, tortuosity, and particle size, play a critical role in

determining the performance of the overall system.91,129 The widely-varying applications and

form factors of today’s lithium-ion batteries result in a large range in the geometric param-

eters.130,131 In particular, a battery meant to provide relatively low power for a long time

— an “energy” cell — typically has large particle sizes, low porosity, and thick electrodes

to maximize the amount of active electrode material, while a battery used for high-power

bursts — a “power” cell — would typically have thinner electrodes, smaller particles, and

higher porosity to facilitate transport.132

In the positive electrode materials, the variance in parameters across materials is par-

ticularly significant with LiFePO4 (LFP) particles typically requiring small particle sizes to

overcome low bulk conductivity and solid-state diffusion limitations.133 For other common

positive electrode materials, LiCoO2 (LCO) and LiNi1/3Mn1/3Co1/3O2 (NMC) for example,

the high surface area and electrochemically favorable breakdown of electrolyte at high po-
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tentials means that micron-sized particles are more favored.130 In commercial electrodes, the

LCO and NMC particle sizes tend to be in the 2–12 µm range while LFP is less than 1 µm

particles.130,134,135 Anode materials are typically carbon based with more tightly constrained

particle sizes.

Research into thick electrodes for increased energy density pushes the upper limit on

electrode thickness,136,137 while high-power cells can be significantly thinner.131 The thick-

ness of the separator effectively determines the internal resistance of the battery and the

standardized, commercial separators used in today’s cells tend to have a narrower range of

thicknesses and porosities.138,139 Finally, the porosity and tortuosity of the electrode affects

battery performance by altering the effective transport, kinetic, and conductivity parame-

ters.140

Physicochemical parameters Along with the physical construction of the battery, the

physicochemical parameters dictate the timescales and relative importance of different ki-

netic, transport, and thermodynamic processes governing battery performance. In particular,

the exchange current density, i0, of a material dictates the overpotential required to drive

the intercalation reaction, while the solid- and solution-phase conductivities determine the

magnitude of the voltage drop across the cell. Moreover, the ratio of the exchange cur-

rent density to the ohmic resistance determines the characteristic penetration depth of the

reaction zone.122

The exchange current density can vary several orders of magnitude across electrode ma-

terials as well as the battery state-of-charge (i0 is typically concentration dependent).141,142

Even more variation is seen in the solid-phase diffusion coefficients which can be 10 orders

of magnitude smaller for LFP particles than the carbon anode or other positive electrode

materials.10,143,144 The double-layer capacitance range is set by the typical time constants

seen in experimental EIS spectra and the local open circuit voltage gradient values for each

electrode are constrained by realistic bounds found in the literature for multiple chemistries.
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5.1.4 Initial results and discussion

Total effect sensitivity indices

Figure 5.1: Significant total sensitivity indices, ST,i, for the phase of the simulated EIS
response, Z1. Only parameters with ST,i > 0.1 are shown.

Figure 5.1 shows the total-effect sensitivity indices, ST,i, for the phase of the simulated

linear EIS response at four different frequencies. The different sensitivities at each of the

four frequencies (10 kHz, 100 Hz, 1 Hz, and 10 mHz) demonstrate the differing timescales

of the interfacial, transport, and thermodynamic physicochemical processes governing the

response. For the linear EIS response, the typical timescales of EIS for a lithium-ion battery

are captured by these total-effect sensitivity measures. For example, in Figure 5.1a, the

thickness, l, porosity, ε, and conductivity, κ0, which contribute to the ohmic resistance

of the cell (Equation 4.2) are sensitive at high frequencies. Interestingly, the double-layer

capacitance, Cdl,i, shows a relatively strong sensitivity across the entire spectrum in this

dataset. Cdl,i effectively sets the timescale of the interfacial response and its importance
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across all of the frequencies is a reflection of the wide parameter range chosen. As the

frequency is lowered the exchange current densities, i0,i, are more sensitive in the mid-

frequency, kinetics regime (Figure 5.1b), and diffusion coefficients, D and Ds,i, and open-

circuit potential derivatives, U ′i are sensitive at the low-frequencies (Figure 5.1c).

The results shown in Figure 5.1 also demonstrate the dependence of the computed indices

on the parameter ranges that are sampled over. For example, although the high frequency

ohmic response of the battery clearly depends on the porosities and thicknesses of both elec-

trodes and the separator through Equation 4.2, the model is less sensitive to lneg and lsep

than lpos due to the range of positive electrode conductivities (σneg are always relatively high)

and separator thicknesses (lsep has a much smaller range than li). These ranges effectively

ensure that the largest variations in the ohmic response are from the widely varying posi-

tive electrode parameters; however, if the ranges changed (e.g. either the positive electrode

conductivity lower bound was increased or the separator thickness range was increased) the

resulting indices would change. This dependence on parameter ranges can be thought of in

the same way as a Bayesian prior and allows the reality of today’s battery materials to be em-

bedded into the analysis. Unlike specifying an actual prior distribution, however, the Sobol’

method assumes a uniform distribution over the parameter space, meaning that including a

very large parameter range (say to try and cover both research lab and commercially available

batteries across many different chemistries) can tend to highlight the extreme combinations

of parameters more than they would likely occur in the real world. Consequently, generating

a dataset where parameters are sampled from a nonuniform distribution may more realisti-

cally reflect the real parameter space. In particular, methods for calculating sensitivity which

do not rely on a predefined sampling scheme, such as the Delta method,145 have briefly been

explored and future work should consider these alternative sampling schemes and sensitivity

methods.

For the second harmonic sensitivities shown in Figure 5.2, the general trend of parameter

sensitivity in the different frequency regimes is similar to the linear response, however, the

magnitude of the sensitivity measures is generally increased. A higher total-effect sensitivity
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Figure 5.2: Significant total sensitivity indices, ST,i, for the phase of the simulated second
harmonic response, Z2. Only parameters with ST,i > 0.2 are shown.

index could arise either from a parameter which is now uniquely sensitive or from increased

interactions with the other parameters. Several significant differences in the second harmonic

parameter sensitivity indices reflect new information about the system that can be measured.

Specifically, Figure 5.2 shows that the transfer coefficients, αa,i, which govern the symmetry of

the charge transfer reaction are sensitive across much of the second-harmonic frequency range,

while being completely insensitive in the linear response. Similarly, both the magnitude and

sign of the second derivatives in open circuit poential, |U ′′i | and sgn(Ui) are only sensitive in

the second harmonic response. These increases in individual parameter sensitivities, along

with the increased average total sensitivity (attributable to the additional parameter mixing

due to nonlinear interactions), demonstrates statistically the breaking of degeneracy through

the second harmonic NLEIS spectra.

5.1.5 Appendix
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Table A5.1: Parameter ranges for global sensitivity analysis

Physicochemical Parameters

Name Units Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

Brugg — 1 5
Cdl,neg µF/cm2 1 105

Cdl,pos µF/cm2 1 105

c0 mol/m3 100 5000
D m2/s 5× 10−11 1× 10−9

Ds,neg m2/s 1× 10−16 1× 10−10

Ds,pos m2/s 1× 10−22 1× 10−11

∂Uneg

∂cs
V · cm3/mol -1000 0

∂Upos

∂cs
V · cm3/mol -1000 0

∂2Uneg

∂cs2
V · cm6/mol2 −105 105

∂2Upos

∂cs2
V · cm6/mol2 −105 105

i0,neg A/m2 0.05 320
i0,pos A/m2 0.05 75
t0+ — 0.2 0.95
αa,neg — 0.2 0.8
αa,pos — 0.2 0.8
κ S/m 0.01 2
σneg S/m 50 2000
σpos S/m 0.1 20

Geometric Parameters

Name Units Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

lneg µm 20 350
lsep µm 15 60
lpos µm 20 350
Rp,neg µm 0.1 20
Rp,pos µm 0.015 20
εf,neg — 0.0 0.12
εf,pos — 0.0 0.12
εneg — 0.2 0.7
εsep — 0.35 0.8
εpos — 0.2 0.7

Constants

Name Units Value

T K 298.15
F C/mol 96487
R J/mol ·K 8.314
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5.2 Equivalent circuits for linear EIS and second harmonic NLEIS spectra

5.2.1 Introduction

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a widely used technique for the charac-

terization of complex electrochemical systems due to its noninvasive and sensitive probing

of the underlying physicochemical processes.1–3 Typically, both quantitative interpretation

of an experimental EIS spectrum involve the fitting of an equivalent circuit model to ex-

tract parameters that capture the system response. While EIS has been a powerful tool

for characterizing many systems,4–16 the use of small amplitude perturbations required by

EIS limits the technique to probing only a linearized view of the full nonlinear physics that

govern the system. A moderate-amplitude extension to EIS, called nonlinear EIS, has been

used to provide a more sensitive signature for many electrochemical systems.19 To date,

however, interpreting NLEIS spectra for lithium-ion batteries, has relied on complex, full

physics mathematical models which are not always easily implemented.75

Here we extend the widely used Randles equivalent circuit model118 to include a second

harmonic NLEIS response. Contributions from the nonlinear kinetics and thermodynamics

can be captured by additional circuit elements that are fit to a second harmonic NLEIS

spectrum in conjunction with the standard linear EIS Randles circuit. In particular, the

second-harmonic analog to a charge-transfer resistance depends not only on the exchange

current density (like the normal linear charge transfer resistance), but also on the symmetry

of the reaction. Using simulations of a previously developed full physics linear EIS and NLEIS

model, we show the applicability of equivalent circuits to the impedance of a porous electrode

and describe the relationship between EIS and NLEIS spectra. Experimentally measured

linear EIS and second harmonic NLEIS spectra of a Samsung 1.5 Ah LiNMC|C cell show

variations in charge transfer symmetry as the state-of-charge (SoC) is varied. Ultimately,

the equivalent circuits described in this work can be easily implemented via an open-source

Python package and made available to anyone for easy-to-use parameter estimation from

linear EIS and second harmonic NLEIS spectra.
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(a) Single-electrode circuit
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(b) Two-electrode circuit

Figure 5.3: Randles equivalent circuit models for linear EIS

5.2.2 Equivalent circuit models

Linear EIS Randles model

The Randles circuit is a commonly used equivalent circuit for many electrochemical sys-

tems.118 Shown in Figure 5.3a, the Randles equivalent circuit captures the ohmic, interfa-

cial, and mass transport phenomena in an electrochemical system via a network of circuit

elements. In particular, the simple circuit is comprised of an ohmic resistance, RΩ, in series

with a parallel combination of charge transfer resistance, RCT , and double-layer capacitance,

CDL, representing the faradaic and non-faradaic interfacial processes, respectively. Typically,

a diffusional impedance, ZD, is also included.

The Randles circuit elements can be defined in terms of physicochemical parameters. The

ohmic resistance, RΩ, is given by the sum of the ohmic resistances in each region of the cell,

RΩ =

[
lpos

σeff,pos + κeff,pos

]
+

[
lsep

κeff,sep

]
+

[
lneg

σeff,neg + κeff,neg

]
(5.6)

where li is the thickness of the region, and σeff,i and κeff,i are the effective solid- and

solution-phase conductivities, respectively.

The charge transfer resistance, RCT , can be easily calculated using Butler-Volmer kinetics,

RCT =
RT

i0(αa + αc)F
(5.7)

where i0 is the exchange current density, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, F
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(a) Single-electrode circuit

RCT,p
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−RCT,2,n

ZD,2,p

CDL,p

RΩ

RCT,n ZD,n −ZD,2,n

CDL,n

(b) Two-electrode circuit

Figure 5.4: The additional elements (RCT,2 and ZD,2) for a nonlinear EIS Randles equivalent
circuit model (a) arise from nonlinearities in the kinetic and mass transport. The dotted
elements indicate elements that respond at the 2× the perturbation frequency, ω1, and are
fit to the second harmonic NLEIS response.

is Faraday’s constant, and αa and αc are the anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients, re-

spectively. The parallel combination of R and C results in a characteristic time constant,

τint = RCTCDL, for the interfacial response.

The impedance response of solid-phase lithium transport in spherical particles can be

described by,9,146

ZD =

(
−∂U
∂cs

∣∣∣∣
c0s

Rp

FDs

)(
tanh

√
jω̃√

jω̃ − tanh
√
jω̃

)
(5.8)

where ∂U
∂cs

∣∣∣∣
c0s

is the derivative of the open circuit potential with respect to the solid phase

concentration, ω̃ is a characteristic diffusion frequency, ω̃ = ωRp
2

Ds
, Rp is the particle radius,

Ds is the solid-phase diffusivity, ω is the perturbation frequency, and j is the imaginary unit.

The linear impedance response is additive,3 such that for a full battery cell with two

electrodes, the two half cell and separator impedances can be added in series to create a two

electrode Randles circuit (Figure 5.3b).

Second harmonic NLEIS model

We have previously described the process for deriving the full dynamics of the second har-

monic impedance response for a lithium-ion battery using the pseudo-two-dimensional (P2D)

battery model;75 however, here we derive the local nonlinear kinetic response of the Butler-
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Volmer equation,

j = i0 [exp (αafη)− exp (−αcfη)] (5.9)

where f = F
RT

. To derive the second harmonic charge transfer “resistance,” we take the first

two terms of the Taylor series expansion around η = 0,

j

i0
≈ (αa + αc) fη +

1

2

(
α2
a − α2

c

)
f 2η2. (5.10)

We can then solve for η using quadratic equation (only positive branch of ± is physical),

η ≈ − (αa + αc)

(α2
a − α2

c)f
+

(αa + αc)

(α2
a − α2

c)f

√
1 +

2j(α2
a − α2

c)

i0(αa + αc)2
. (5.11)

Expanding square root via Taylor series expansion around j = 0 and perturbing the current,

j = ∆j cosωt,

η ≈
(

1

i0(αa + αc)f

)
∆j cosωt−

(
(α2

a − α2
c)

4i20(αa + αc)3f

)
∆j2 [1 + cosωt] (5.12)

results in,

RCT,2 =
−(α2

a − α2
c)

4i20(αa + αc)3f

While RCT,2 is clearly not a resistance (it has units of Ω
A
−m4), it serves an analogous

purpose to the charge transfer resistance in that it relates the nonlinearly generated second

harmonic voltage response to the input perturbation. Consequently, when the reaction is

symmetric (αa = αc = 0.5) no second harmonic voltage response will be generated.

The second harmonic diffusional impedance, ZD,2, for spherical particles is similar to

the form of Equation 5.8 since Fickian diffusion is a linear equation. However, instead of

the response being generated by the first derivative of the open circuit potential, ∂2U
∂cs2

∣∣∣∣
c0s

,

multiplied by the oscillating solid phase concentration, the second harmonic is driven by

the square of the oscillating concentration times the second derivative of the open circuit
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potential with respect to the solid phase concentration, ∂2U
∂cs2

∣∣∣∣
c0s

,

ZD,2 =

(
−∂

2U

∂cs2

∣∣∣∣
c0s

Rp
2

F 2Ds
2

)(
tanh

√
jω̃√

jω̃ − tanh
√
jω̃

)2

. (5.13)

Unlike ∂2U
∂cs2

∣∣∣∣
c0s

which is typically less than or equal to zero, ∂2U
∂cs2

∣∣∣∣
c0s

can be both positive,

negative, or zero and typically varies significantly across the potential window of an elec-

trode. This increased variability leads to second harmonic impedance spectra which can vary

significantly at low frequencies.

The driving force for both the first and second harmonic charge transfer response is

the voltage perturbation across the interface indicating the impedances of the two elements

should be added in parallel (i.e. the admittances are in series). Thus, in the second harmonic

Randles circuit shown in Figure 5.4 the impedance elements (ZCT and ZCT,2) are in parallel.

Conversely, the current passing through the diffusional impedances is the common driving

force for the diffusional elements, and thus the diffusional impedance elements (ZD and ZD,2)

are in series in Figure 5.4.

In order to calculate the overall second harmonic impedance response, the local kinetic

and diffusional impedances must be referenced only to the driving current that is passing

through the interfacial branch of the equivalent circuit,

Z2 = (ZCT,2 + ZD,2)

(
Z1 − ZΩ

ZCT + ZD

)
(5.14)

where Z1 is the total, half cell impedance.

Another interesting note about the second harmonic impedance is that, while the individ-

ual linear EIS electrode impedances sum to the total impedance, the total second harmonic

impedance is given by the difference between the individual electrode impedances. This

potentially nonintuitive result can be demonstrated by looking at the definition of the total
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and individual impedances,

Zi
m =

V i
m

∆Im
(5.15)

wherem is a positive integer, Vm is the harmonic voltage response atm× the input frequency,

i is neg or pos, and ∆I is the perturbation amplitude such that ∆I = I+
1 = −I−1 . The second

harmonic impedance is then defined as,

Z2 =
V +

2

(I+
1 )2
− V −2

(−I−1 )2
= Z+

2 − Z−2 (5.16)

Equation 5.16 clearly demonstrates that there is no second harmonic NLEIS response for a

purely symmetric cell and that small changes in asymmetry can lead to a relatively distinct

response. Practically, representing the total second harmonic impedance as the difference of

two half cell responses is captured by the negative signs in Figure 5.4b.

Equivalent circuit fitting and confidence intervals

All of the equivalent circuits in this work were fit using SciPy’s least squares fitting meth-

ods.147 The linear EIS and second harmonic NLEIS spectra are fit sequentially the model

shown in Figure 5.4b where the solid line circuit is first fit to the linear EIS spectrum and the

dashed lines indicate elements which are then fit to the second harmonic NLEIS spectrum.

To evaluate the goodness of fit an average residual error can be calculated via,

Em =
1

N

N∑
j

√(
Z ′m,model(ωj)− Z ′m,data(ωj)

)2
+
(
Z ′′m,model(ωj)− Z ′′m,data(ωj)

)2 (5.17)

where Z ′m,model(ωj) and Z ′′m,model(ωj) are the real and imaginary components of the equivalent

circuit values for either the linear EIS (m = 1) or second harmonic NLEIS (m = 2) response

at frequencies ωj, Z ′m,data(ωj) and Z ′′m,data(ωj) are the experimentally measured real and

imaginary impedance data at frequencies ωj, and N is the total number of frequencies being

fit.
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5.2.3 Initial Results and Discussion

(a) Linear EIS (b) Second Harmonic NLEIS

Figure 5.5: Nyquist plots of simulated (a) linear EIS and (b) second harmonic NLEIS spectra
and the best fitting Randles equivalent circuits shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. The estimated
kinetic arc widths from the Randles model fits are indicated by .

Figure 5.5 shows representative linear (a) and second harmonic (b) impedance spectra

simulated using the previously described P2D battery model75 and physicochemical and

geometric parameters given in Table A5.3. The spectra cover a wide range of frequencies

from 10 kHz to 1 mHz logarithmically sampled with 5 points per decade. The typical linear

EIS spectrum shown in Figure 5.5a comprises of a high-frequency real intercept and 45-

degree line, a mid-frequency interfacial kinetics and double-layer capacitance regime with two

depressed arcs, and a low-frequency, mass transport and thermodynamics dominated tail. In

Figure 5.5b, the second harmonic NLEIS spectrum goes to the origin at high-frequencies since

the ohmic resistance is a linear process. The asymmetry in the kinetics (αa,pos and αa,neg

are not 0.5 here) results in a mid-frequency kinetic arc while the asymmetric diffusional

impedance generates a low-frequency tail in the second harmonic NLEIS spectrum. A much
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more detailed description of the underlying physicochemical processes that govern the linear

and nonlinear harmonic response can be found in previous work.75

To interpret and extract quantifiable information from the spectra, the linear EIS and

second harmonic NLEIS Randles models, shown in Figures 5.3b and 5.4b, respectively, are

fit to the spectra in Figure 5.5. As shown in Figure 5.5a, the linear EIS and second harmonic

NLEIS Randles circuits capture the overall impedance responses well with an average error

(given by Equation 5.17) of 2.75× 10−5 and 2.87× 10−7, respectively. Specifically, the low-

frequency tail is captured well by the spherical particle diffusional impedance elements in the

Randles circuit. The depressed kinetic arcs in the experimental mid-frequency response are

not perfectly represented by the semicircular Randles circuit fit, although the width of the

charge transfer loops (given by the in Figure 5.5a) is well captured. The second harmonic

equivalent of the depressed arcs in the linear EIS spectrum are given by a spiraling Z2(ω1)

response in in the mid-frequency regime in Figure 5.5b. These depressed spiraling arcs are

also not perfectly represented by the shape of the second harmonic Randles circuit; however,

the arc width is captured reasonably well. At high frequencies, the second harmonic NLEIS

response goes to the origin, while the linear EIS response goes to the positive real axis via

a 45-degree response not captured at all by the Randles circuit. This Gerischer-like effect is

a result of the ohmic-kinetic controlled nature of a porous electrode at high frequencies.148

Here, we will ignore this poorly fitting high frequency regime, however, in the Appendix,

we show that so long as the equivalent circuit can adequately capture the arc widths of the

kinetic response, the effective length scales used to extract physically meaningful parameters

can be accounted for.

The anodic transfer coefficient, αa, in Equation 5.9 can be extracted from the model fit

parameters, by taking the ratio of RCT,2 and RCT
2,

αa =
1

2

(
1− 4F

RT

RCT,2

RCT
2

)
(5.18)

Using this equation and the fit shown in Figure 5.5, the anodic charge transfer coefficients
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of the positive and negative electrode are estimated as αa,pos = 0.40 and αa,neg = 0.40,

respectively. These values are within the same as the known input parameter value in

Table A5.3.

(a) Linear EIS (b) Second Harmonic NLEIS

Figure 5.6: Nyquist plots of experimentally measured linear EIS, Z̃1 (ω1), second harmonic
NLEIS, Z̃2 (ω1), and their associated Randles circuit fits for an “aged” commercial, 1.5 Ah
LiNMC|C cell at several states-of-charge. The data at 1 Hz ( ) and 10 mHz ( ) are labeled
for clarity. The estimated kinetic arc widths from the Randles model fits are indicated by
. Data courtesy of Victor Hu.

Figure 5.6 shows experimentally measured linear EIS and second harmonic NLEIS spectra

for a commercially available, 1.5 Ah LiNMC|C cell at several states-of-charge (SoC). The cell

was cycled at constant current, constant voltage at 2C for 100 cycles leading to an overall

capacity loss of 0.8%. The spectra shown in Figure 5.6a all have a qualitatively similar shape

to the simulated spectra in Figure 5.5a, with a high-frequency real intercept, two depressed

kinetic arcs, and a low-frequency tail. As the SoC is decreased the width of the lower

frequency kinetic arc (previously associated with the NMC electrode101) increases leading to

a higher charge transfer resistance, RCT , captured by the Randles circuit fit. Increasing RCT
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typically indicates that the exchange current density is decreasing (i.e. a higher overpotential

is required to drive current at the interface).

A much more diverse set of responses for the second harmonic NLEIS spectra shown

in Figure 5.6b when compared to the linear EIS spectra in Figure 5.6a. For example, the

ratio of the kinetic arc width at 10% SoC versus 30% SoC is significantly larger in second

harmonic NLEIS than in the linear EIS spectra. Moreover, the low-frequency tails of the

second harmonic NLEIS spectra point into multiple different quadrants. Analysis of the low-

frequency second harmonic NLEIS “tail” is outside the scope of this manuscript, but analysis

of the mass-transport and thermodynamics governing these variations will be reported soon.

The idealized semicircular, Randles circuit fits, again, do not fit perfectly to the depressed

linear EIS arcs and second harmonic NLEIS spirals in the data; however, the arc widths

remain reasonably well captured. Using Equation 5.18, the transfer coefficients of the positive

electrode at different SoC are shown in Table A5.2. These measures of asymmetry show that,

in addition to the decrease in exchange current density, the charge transfer reaction is more

asymmetric in the positive electrode at low SoC. The noninvasive, sensitive nature of the

second harmonic NLEIS spectrum could provide a significant opportunity to measure the

charge transfer asymmetry in an in situ application.

5.2.4 Appendix

Table A5.2: Positive electrode charge transfer coefficients, αa,pos, as a function of state-of-
charge (SoC) for an aged battery.

SoC 10% 30% 40% 60%

αa,pos 0.68 0.59 0.58 0.49
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A1 Modifying Randles circuit to account for electrode utilization

The charge transfer resistance described in Equation 5.7 is defined for a planar electrode;

however, the porous electrode nature of today’s lithium-ion batteries means that specific

area, a, and electrode length, l, must be included,

RCT =
RT

ali0(αa + αc)F
. (A5.1)

However, the characteristic length may not be equal to the electrode depth when the electrode

is not fully utilized. For an underutilized electrode, the characteristic length of the reaction

zone is given by the balance between charge transfer and ohmic resistances,122

l∗ =

√
RT

ai0(αa + αc)F

/(
1

κeff
+

1

σeff

)
(A5.2)

Thus, for a reaction with fast kinetics and low conductivity, the characteristic reaction zone

is small, while for slow kinetics and high conductivity the reaction proceeds across the entire

depth of the electrode. The characteristic reaction zone, l∗ can be substituted in for l in

Equation A5.1,

R∗CT =

(
RT

Fai0

(
1

κeff
+

1

σeff

)) 1
2

(A5.3)

It should be noted that l∗ is a characteristic reaction depth and therefore can be aphysical (i.e.

l∗ > l) under certain conditions. The following section explores the parameter dependence

of the charge transfer resistance in a porous electrode to understand when l∗ versus l should

be used.
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A2 Charge transfer resistance parameter dependence

The Bernoulli approximation can be used to write the local dependence of the kinetic arc

width on each of the the physicochemical parameters, p, in Equations A5.1 and A5.3 as,

arc width = mpεp +Bp (A5.4)

where the arc width is measured from the impedance spectrum, εp is the normalized change

in parameter (∆p
p0
), and mp is the local parameter dependence.

For example, the expected local dependence of the kinetic arc width on the exchange

current density in either electrode, ii0, can be calculated based on RCT from Equation A5.1,

arc width = −εi±0
(

RT

Fa±l±i±0

)
+ f(i±0 , i

∓
0 ) (A5.5)

as well as based on R∗CT from Equation A5.3,

arc width = −1

2
εi±0

(
RT

Fa±i±0

(
1

κeff
+

1

σeff

)) 1
2

+ f(i±0 , i
∓
0 ) (A5.6)

Consequently we can expect that when normalized by either −RCT or −R∗CT the local de-

pendence on i0 should go to 1 or 1
2
, respectively.

Figure 5.7 shows varying arc width dependence on the exchange current densities as a

function of the relative penetration depth, l∗
l
, given by Equation A5.2. The charge transfer

resistance dependence on i0 is different for small and large relative penetration depths, l∗
l
.

As expected, the normalized dependence goes to 1 at high ( l∗
l
> 1) relative penetration

depths (i.e. a fully utilized electrode) and to 1
2
at low ( l∗

l
< 0.1) relative penetration depths

(i.e. a underutilized electrode). Thus, RCT should be used to interpret the kinetic arc width

when the electrode is fully utilized, and R∗CT should be used when the electrode is very

underutilized. Between these two extremes, a model capable of capturing the distribution of

current through the electrode depth is required.
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Figure 5.7: Charge transfer width dependence, mi0 , on exchange current density, i0, as a
function of the relative penetration depth, l∗

l
.

Secondary current distribution in a porous electrode

One further step towards capturing the interacting physics that govern the porous elec-

trode impedance response is to use a full secondary current distribution model. Here, the

impedance response of coupled ohmic and kinetic processes is captured by replacing the

ohmic and interfacial impedance elements in the Randles circuit with the secondary current

distribution porous electrode impedance, ZPE,148

ZPE =
l

κeff + σeff

((
σeff
κeff

+
κeff
σeff

)
coth β

β
+

2

β sinh β
+ 1

)
(A5.7)

where, β, is a ratio of ohmic to kinetic processes,

β =

√
ωCT + jω

ωΩ

(A5.8)

and ωΩ is a characteristic ohmic frequency, κeffσeff
aCDL(κeff+σeff )l2

, and ωCT is a characteristic

interfacial frequency, i0F
CDLRT

.
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Table A5.3: Physicochemical and geometric parameters for simulated linear EIS and second
harmonic NLEIS spectra shown in Figure 5.5.

Physicochemical Parameters

Name Value [Units]

Brugg 2.24 [µF/cm2]
Cdl,neg 58.23 [µF/cm2]
Cdl,pos 10.31 [µF/cm2]
c0 1915.9 [mol/m3]
D 2.77 ×10−10 [m2/s]

Ds,neg 1.56 ×10−16 [m2/s]
Ds,pos 3.91 ×10−15 [m2/s]
∂Uneg

∂cs
-.208 [V · cm3/mol]

∂Upos

∂cs
-133.1 [V · cm3/mol]

i0,neg 6.53 [A/m2]
i0,pos 0.19 [A/m2]
t0+ 0.357 [—]

αa,neg 0.41 [—]
αa,pos 0.37 [—]
κ 1.57 [S/m
σneg 810.3 [S/m]
σpos 18.8 [S/m]

Geometric Parameters

Name Value [Units]

lneg 173.8 [µm]
lsep 17.1 [µm]
lpos 140.1 [µm]
Rp,neg 14.3 [µm]
Rp,pos 1.25 [µm]
εf,neg 0.18 [—]
εf,pos 0.13 [—]
εneg 0.585 [—]
εsep 0.526 [—]
εpos 0.425 [—]
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

6.1 Thesis Summary

Linear and nonlinear EIS can noninvasively provide information-rich signatures sensitive to

the internal state of lithium-ion batteries. Extracting information from these spectra relies

on the development and use of physically interpretable models. In this thesis, the theoret-

ical framework for understanding and interpreting the harmonic response of a lithium-ion

battery to a moderate-amplitude perturbation was developed. The widely used pseudo-two-

dimensional (P2D) battery model was extended to include the efficient computation of non-

linear harmonic impedance spectra given a set of geometric and physicochemical parameters.

The model has been useful for exploring the effects of kinetic, transport, and thermodynamic

parameters (Chapter 2), interpreting experimental measurements (Chapters 3 and 4 as well

as Section 5.2), and understanding model sensitivities and limitations (Section 5.1). To fa-

cilitate the use, feedback, and improvement of the model by others, all of the COMSOL,

MATLAB, and Python codes developed and used in this work have been released openly

under the MIT license.98,149

In concert with developing a theoretical framework for the physics-based interpretation

of EIS and NLEIS battery spectra, the groundwork for experimentally measuring NLEIS

spectra of lithium-ion batteries played a large role in the first several years of this thesis.

Development and analysis of diagnostic tests for different potentiostats were performed to

understand the capabilities and limitations of today’s commercially available instruments.

The low-impedance (difficult to control), highly linear (requiring perturbation amplitudes

close to the upper limit of potentiostat capabilities) nature of a lithium-ion battery presents

a challenge to these instruments. From more flexible software to lower noise signal generation
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and measurement, improvements in potentiostat performance have the opportunity to push

the limits of what is measurable in a lithium-ion battery.

Initial experimental measurements have demonstrated the significant opportunity for

second harmonic NLEIS to increase our ability to noninvasively probe the internal state of

lithium-ion batteries. In particular, we have shown that second harmonic NLEIS spectra are

a sensitive and specific probe to measure charge transfer asymmetry. Furthermore, a second

harmonic extension to the Randles equivalent circuit was developed and used as an easy-

to-implement method for extracting parameters from experimental spectra. In particular,

NLEIS shows that fresh cells have high symmetry charge transfer (αa = αc = 0.5) and that

a shift toward kinetics that favor oxidation on the positive electrode (αa,pos > 0.5, αc,pos <

0.5) occurs as the cell is aged. NLEIS measurements also indicate that positive electrode

charge transfer is more asymmetric at low states-of-charge. These initial measurements are

just the beginning of applying NLEIS to characterize the lithium-ion battery system and

significant opportunities exist for further probing the nonlinearities of mass transport (e.g.

concentration dependent diffusion coefficients), thermodynamics, double-layer capacitance,

and even electrode structure. We are just at the beginning of truly leveraging the full power

of the noninvasive, sensitive and specific signatures of nonlinear EIS spectra!

The final theme of this thesis centers on building open-software tools to make the work in

this thesis more accessible and reproducible. In particular, the ImpedanceAnalyzer (Chap-

ter 4) is a web-based interface for fitting impedance spectra. It provides a convenient GUI

for analyzing EIS spectra using physics-based battery models as well as traditional equiva-

lent circuits. Another project, impedance.py, is a Python package for fitting experimental

impedance spectra. Currently, it provides a scikit-learn-like API150 to make fitting, pre-

dicting, and visualizing equivalent circuit models. Improvements over the closed-source,

proprietary software included with most potentiostat instruments include the ability to fully

customize the circuits as well as better error analysis, confidence intervals, etc. Further

improvements to these tools will be an exciting part of future work.

https://github.com/mdmurbach/ImpedanceAnalyzer
https://github.com/ECSHackWeek/impedance.py
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6.2 Characterizing lithium kinetics with NLEIS

6.2.1 Introduction

The widespread adoption of lithium-ion batteries in long-lasting, capital intensive applica-

tions such as electric vehicles and stationary energy storage requires a more accurate and

sophisticated characterization of battery lifetime. Many studies of battery aging have demon-

strated that multiple modes of battery degradation affect battery state-of-health;151 however,

the plating of lithium at the anode is particularly important to characterize because it not

only decreases the performance of the cells,152,153 but can also be a safety hazard.154 At the

same time, the US Department of Energy has identified charging time as a critical barrier

to the widespread adoption of electric vehicles and has set a goal of a 15 minute charging

time.155 Lithium plating — the deposition of metallic lithium instead of intercalation into

the anode — is typically caused by fast charging rates, high states-of-charge (SOC), and

operation at low temperatures.156–158 Consequently, developing methods for characterizing

the plating of lithium is an important advance for the continued improvement of battery

performance.

Lithium plating can be detected via both in situ and ex situ measurements.159,160 Typi-

cally, ex situ methods involve physically opening up the cell post-testing to detect the pres-

ence of deposited lithium on the anode after cycling; however, this can be a time-consuming

process since the full lifetime of tests needs to occur before the characterization is possible.

On the other hand, in situ methods can be used to detect lithium plating without opening up

the cell. In particular, previously deposited lithium can be detected electrochemically by a

high voltage plateau during the subsequent discharge.156,161 Other methods for detecting the

plating of lithium during charging such as directly measuring the anode potential (plating

occurs when the anode potential drops below 0 V vs. lithium) or visualizing the plating of

lithium via optical or x-ray methods are limited by the required specialized equipment (syn-

chrotron sources) or unique cell designs (reference electrodes or fiber optic cables inserted in

cells).
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Electrochemical methods for characterizing plating include measuring the coulombic ef-

ficiency of the charge/discharge or microcalorimitry; however, early detection of lithium

plating is a challenge for these techniques. Moreover, the plating of lithium-ion batteries can

be both a reversible and irreversible process159 and multiple morphologies of the deposited

lithium metal have been characterized.162 Bulk electrochemical methods have a challenge in

determining between these types of lithium deposits or even if the signature is indicative of

Li plating versus another side reaction.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) has also been used as a diagnostic method

for detecting lithium plating.163,164 In particular, Schindler et al. demonstrated that the

impedance spectrum changed during the voltage relaxation period and they were able to

correlate that change to the presence of lithium plating via stripping measurements. Pastor-

FernÃąndez et al. compared EIS to typical current-voltage methods and found that with

an accurate model several different methods of degradation (loss of lithium versus loss of

active material) could be characterized. Unfortunately, these methods are not sufficient as a

signature for detecting the presence of lithium deposition due to their lack of sensitivity and

specificity.

6.2.2 NLEIS is particularly well suited to probe lithium plating

As described and demonstrated in Chapters 2 and 3 as well as Sections 5.2 and 5.1, the

second harmonic NLEIS response is sensitive to charge transfer symmetry. The kinetics of

lithium deposition have been found to be asymmetric with transfer coefficients, α, ranging

from 0.52 to 0.72.165,166

Figure 6.1 describes a schematic of initial experiments using a symmetric LiC6|LiC6

cell which could provide a second harmonic NLEIS signature of lithium plating. Initially,

the symmetry of the cell would produce no second harmonic response at any frequency

(Figure 6.1a). Slowly charging the cell would shift the symmetry of the lithium concentration

in the electrodes leading to a second harmonic “tail” at low-frequencies (Figure 6.1b) due

to asymmetric thermodynamic and mass transport. If the cell was instead charged to the
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Figure 6.1: Example experiment to determine the second harmonic NLEIS signature of
deposited lithium.

same concentration asymmetry, but under fast charge conditions and at low temperature to

induce lithium plating, the resulting second harmonic NLEIS spectrum would contain both

the low-frequency “tail” and potentially a kinetic arc signature of lithium plating. Additional

experiments at different temperatures and charging rates could explore the detection limits

and sensitivity to deposit structure (i.e. mossy vs. dendritic). Advances in potentiostat and

FRA equipment to reduce harmonic distortion in the input perturbations while increasing

the signal-to-noise ratio of measurements could significantly improve these efforts by enabling

measurements to be made at higher frequencies.

The ultimate power of a second harmonic NLEIS based signature for lithium plating could

ultimately come in the form of an in situ and in operando diagnostic in which an appropriate

frequency (or range of frequencies) is applied and monitored during charging. Charging rate

could then respond to the signature for lithium plating ensuring that the charging happens
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as fast as possible while avoiding safety or lifetime issues. Coupled with a physics-based

model, controlling a battery during fast charging via an internal state sensitive measurement

would be a significant improvement to battery management.
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